
Through gift, theft and license, our technology is leaking abroad
almost asfast as we develop it. So scratch the long-term dream of
a us. living offexports ofhigh-technology goods and seroices.

Does anyone really
believe in, free trade'
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I VU MIND if the U.S. loses its I11III now a Brazilian.
manufacturing skills, we'll just'" His company, Microtec, is Brazil's first
import manufactured goods and pay for them and biggest producer of personal computers. Elias came to
by exporting high technology and knowledge- Sao Paulo eight years ago to teach night classes in engi
oriented products. Steel in, software out. Autos neering. In 1982 the Brazilian government banned imports

in, microchips OUt, of small computers. Seizing the opportunity, Elias started
That's a comforting theory held bya lot of people. Is it making the machines in the basement of a supermarket in

workablel increasingly it looks as if it is not workable. The the industrial suburb of Diadema.
whole concept is being seriously undermined as U.S. inno- Technology! "We worked from mM technical man
vations in technology are adopted not only by Japan but uals," Elias told FORBES. "We had a product on the market
also by such fast·developing countries as South Korea, by 1983. We started making 20 machines a month. Soon
Brazil, Taiwan, even India. we'll be making 2,400. Now my brother may be joining our

While these countries are more than happy to sell us firm. He's a graduate of the Sloan School of Management
manufactured goods, they closely control their own im- at MIT. He's been managing an investment company in
ports .of' technology goods they buy from us. Exports of Dubai, in the Persian Gulf. but we need him here. Brazil is
computers and other high·technology products from the one of the world's fastest-growing computer markets."
U.S. are still huge, but the long-eerm prospects are in There you have it ina nutshell: foreigners, some of them
question. In areas of medium technology, mini- ~ U.S.-educated, copying-stealing, to be blunt-U.S.
computers in particular, developing countries are "-7 technology and reproducing it
adapting or stealing U.S. technology or licens- ....... with protection from their'
ing it cheaply to manufacture on their own. own governments. An iso-
Many of the resulting products are flooding lated development! No,
right back into the U.S. this is the rule. not the ex-

The Japanese developed this policy to a ception, in much of the
fine art: Protect your home market and world. How, under such
then, as costs decline with volume, man- circumstances. can the
ufacture for export at small marginal cost. U.S. expect to reap the
A good many developing countries have fruits of its own science
adopted the Japanese technique. and technology!

Against such deliberate manipulation of Time was when tech-
markets, what avails such a puny weapon nology spread slowly.
as currency devaluation! Whether the Communications were
dollar is cheap or dear is almOSt trrel- sluggish and nations
evant. Free trade is something we went to great lengths to
all believe in until it clashes with keep technological in-
what we regard as vital national novations secret. In
economic interests. northern Italy 300 years

These are the broad trends. ago, stealing or disclosing
Now meet Touma Makdassi ,. the secrets of silk-spinning
Elias, 41, an engineer born in ~' machinery was a crime pun-
Aleppo, Syria. Elias has a mas- I, ishable by death. The ma-
ter's degree in computer sci- ill' chines were reproduced in
ence from San Jose State, intO' England by John Lombe only
Silicon Valley, and a doc' -z after he spent two years at
torate from the Cranfield risky industrial espionage in
Institute of Technology Italy. At the height of the
in England. Grounded Industrial Revolution,
in European and U.S. Britain protected its
technology, Elias is own supremacy in

~--~--_.._--------~
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textile manufacture through laws banning both exports of
machines and emigration of men who knew how to build
and run them.

These embatgoes on the export of technology were even
tually breached. France sent industrial spies to England
and paid huge sums to get British mechanics to emigrate.
By 1825 there were some 2,000 British technicians on the
European continent, building machines and training a new
generation of technicians. A young British. apprentice,
Samuel Slater, memorized the design of the spinning
frame and migrated to the U.S. in 1789, later esrablishinga
textile factory in Pawtucket, R.I. So, in the end, the tech
nology becime commonplace, but it took decades, and, in
the meantime, England was profiting handsomely from its
pioneering. .

Not so today, when 30% of the students at MIT are
foreigners, many destined to return to their native lands
and apply what they learn of U.S. technology. What once
was forbidden, today is encouraged. Come share our
knowledge.

Consider the case of Lisiong Shu Lee, born in Canton,
China in 1949, raised in Rio de Janeiro, now product
planning manager for SID Informatica, one of Brazil's big
three computer companies. Like many leading Brazilian
computer technicians, Lee is an engineering graduate of
the Brazilian air force's prestigious Aerospace Technical
Institute near Sao Paulo. Born in China, raised in Brazil,
educated in the U.S. "When I was only 24," Lee says, III
was sent to the U.S. to debug and officially approve the
software for the Landsat satellite surveys devised by Ben
dix Aerospace." Lee later worked eight years with Digital
Equipment's Brazilian subsidiary. .

Like Microtec's Elias, Lee had leamed most of what he
knew from the Americans. In teaching this pair-and tens
of thousands like them-U.S. industry and the U.S. acade
mies created potential competitors who knew most of
what the Americans had painfully and expensively
leamed. Theft! No. Technology transfer? Yes.

In Brazil over the past few years, the Syrian-born, U.S.
educated Elias played cat-and-mouse with lawyers repre
senting IBM and Microsoft over complaints that Microtec
and other Brazilian personal computer makers have been
plagiarizing IBM's BIOS microcode and Microsoft's
MS·DOS operational software used in the IBM Pc. The
case was settled out of court. Brazilian manufacturers
claimed their products are different enough from the origi
nal to withstand accusations of copyright theft.

Where theft and copying are not directly involved in the
process of technology transfer, developing countries find
ways to get U.S. technology on terms that suit them. They
get it cheaply. BeforePresident JoseSamey departed for his
September visit to Washington, the Brazilian government
tried to ease diplomatic tensions by announcing approval
of IBM's plans to expand the product line of its assembly/
test plant near Sao Paulo. IBM will invest $70 million to
develop Brazilian capacity for producing the 5'gigabyte
3380 head disk assembly IHDAj.

Ah, but there is a tradeoff involved in the seeming
concession by the Brazilians. The tradeoff is that IBM's
expansion will greatly improve the technical capabilities
of local parts suppliers to make a wider range of more
sophisticated products. About a third of the key compo
nents in IBM's HDA catalog will be imported, but Brazil
ian suppliers will get help in providing the rest, some
involving fairly advanced technologies.

But does what happens in Brazil matter all that much!
Brazil, after all, is a relatively poor country and accounts
for a mere $3 billion in the U.S.' $160 billion negative
trade balance. Brazil matters very much. For one thing,

f
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Mictrotet:founder Touma Maktiassi Elias
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what happens there happens in similar ways in other
developing countries-s-and some developed ones as well.
Brazil, moreover, is fast adapting to the computer age. The
Brazilian computer industry employs over 100,000 people.
It includes everything from the gray market of Sao Paulo's
Boca de Lixo district to the highly profitable overseas
subsidiaries of ffiM and Unisys. Both subsidiaries have
been operating in Brazil for more than six decades and, for
the time being, have been profiting from Brazil's closed
market policies. It includes many manufacturer/as
semblers of micro- and minicomputers and of peripherals.
Companies also are appearing that supply such parts as
step motors for printers and disk drives, encoders, multi
layer circuit boards, high-resolution monitors, plotters and
digitizers. The Brazilian market is bristling with new
computer publications: rwoweeklynewspapers, ten maga
zines and special sections of daily newspapers.

Brazil is only a few years into the computer age. Its per
capita consumption of microchips works out to only about
$1.40 per capita among its 140 million inhabitants, vs.
$100 in Japan, $43 in the U.S. and about $6 in South Korea.
But given the potential size of the market and Brazil's
rapid industrialization, it could one day absorb more per
sonal computers than France or West Cermanv.

The point is simply this: In their natural zeal to make
Brazil a modem nation rather than a drawer of water and
hewer of wood, its leaders are determined to develop high
technology industry, whether they must beg, borrow or
steal the means. Failing to develop high-technology indus
try would be to court disaster in a country where millions
go hungry. But in doing what they must, the leaders of
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Brazil and other developing countries run strongly counter
to the economic interests of the U.S.

Because of these nationalistic policies, foreign-owned
firms are banned from compering in Brazil's personal com
puter and minicomputer market. Brazil's computer indus
try is not high tech, if that means being near the cutting
edge of worldwide technological advance. But it does show
the ability of Brazilian businessmen and technicians to
shop for and absorb standard technology, without paying
development costs. In computers, where knowledge is the
most expensive component, it becomes cheap to manufac
ture if you get the knowledge free or almost free. The U.S.
develops, Brazil copies and applies. There are perhaps a
dozen Brazils today.

"We're a late entry and can pick the best technology,"
says Ronald Leal, 36, co-owner of Comicro, a CAD/
CAM equipment and consulting firm. "We don't waste
money on things that don't work, In 1983 we saw a market
here for CAD/CAM done with microcomputers. We
shopped around the States and made a deal with T&W
Systems, a $10 million Califomia company that has 18%
of the U.S. micro CAD/CAM market. T&W helped us a
lot. We sent people to tra4l and theY came to teach us."

Comicro learned fast. Says. Leal: "We developed new
sofrware applications that we're now exporting to T&W."

Brazil exporting computer designs to the U.S.? Only five
years after ffiM began creating a mass market for the
personal computer, the U.S. home market is being invaded
by foreign products-e-of which Comicro's are only a tiny
part. Technological secrets scarcely exist today.

Aren't the Brazil;ans and the others simply doing what
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the U.S. did a Century and a half ago-protecting its infant
industries?

If that were all, the situation might not be so serious for
the U.S. But pick up any U.S. newspaper these days and
count the advertisements for Asian-made personal com
puters claiming to be the equivalent of the IBM PC but
selling at maybe two-thirds of IBM's price.

According to Dataquest, a market research firm, Asian
suppliers will produce nearly 4.5 million personal compur
ers this year.At that rate, they should capture one-third of
the world market by next year. Taiwan now is exporting
60,000 personal computer motherboards and systems
monthly, 90% of which are IBM-compatible. Of these,
70% go to the U.S. and most of the rest to Europe. Korea,
Hong Kong and Singapore together ship another 20,000
each month.

Dataquest says it takes only three weeks after a new
U.S.-made product is introduced before it is copied, manu
factured and shipped back to the U.S. from Asia.

Thus the u:s. bears the development costs while for
eigners try to cream offthe market before the development
costs can be recouped. That is the big danger. The days
when a person could be executed for industrial espionage
aregone.

President Reagan recently warned that the U.S. is being
victimized by the international theft of American creativ
ity. Too many countries tum a blind eye when their
citizens violate patent and copyright laws. In 1985-86U.S.
diplomats successfully pressured Korea,Singapore,Malay
sia, Taiwan, Hong Kongand Thailand to pass or at least to
draft legislation enforcing patents and copyrights more
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strictly. Brazil is a major holdout.
The difficulties between Brazil and the U.S. over com

puters crystallized in the 1984 Informatica law, which
Brazil's Congress passed overwhelmingly near the end of
two decades of military rule. The law, in effect, legalizes
stealing-so long as the victims are U.S. technology ex
porters. Complains the head of a leading multinational
whose business has been curtailed under the new law:
"They want our technology but want' to kill our opera
tions. This whole show is sponsored by a handful of sharp
businessmen with connections in Brasilia who are making
piles of money from their nationalism."

The new taw formally reserved the Brazilian micro- and
minicomputer market for wholly owned Brazilian firms ..!t
allowed wholly owned subsidiaries of foreign companies
IBM and Unisys-to continue importing, assembling and
selling mainframes, but not out of any sense of fairness. It
was simply that Brazilian companies were unable to take
over that end of the business.

Under the law, joint ventures 'with foreign firms were
allowed only if Brazilians owned 70% of the stock and had
"technological control" and "decision control. II

The main instruments for implementing this policy
were tax incentives and licensing of imports of foreign
hardware and knowhow, all to be approved by the secretar
iat of information-science (SEll.

In 1981 Brazil's then-military government decreed that
SEIwould control the computer and semiconductor indus
tries and imports of any and all equipment containing
chips. The implications are especially ominous for U.S.
interests: Brazil's SEIis modeled, quite openly, on Japan's
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while they talk, the Brazilians do
what they please.

U.S. Customs has responded to
manufacturers' complaints by
stopping pirated products at the
border. But the Taiwanese now
have such cost advantages that
they can easily afford to license
technology that they have already
copied. The Koreans. are more
scrupulous, but pirated technol
ogy not reexported to the U.S. is
very hard to control.

More than three years ago Edson
de Castro, president of Data Gen
eral, told a Commerce Depart
ment panel that foreign nations'
computer policies "threaten the
structure and future of the U.S.
computer industry." De Castro ex
plained why: "U.S. computer com
panies are reliant on international
business and derive a substantial
ponion of revenues from exports.
Because of the rapid pace of tech
nological development, the indus
try is capital intensive. Growth
and development rely heavily on
an expanding revenue base. This
can only come from full participa
tion in established and developing
global markets. Reliance upon do
mestic markets is not enough."

Yet after resisting the Brazilian
government's demands for a de

cade, de Castro's Data General is selling technology for its
Eclipse supermini to Cobra, the ailing government com
puter company. Other U.S. computer manufacturers are
following suit.

Hewlett-Packard, in Brazil since 1967 with a wholly
owned subsidiary to impon and service the company's
products, has just shifted its business into partnership
with Iochpe, a Brazilian industrial and finance group. A
new firm, Tesis, 100% Brazilian-owned, will make HP
calculators and mmicomputers under its own brand name.

"Only a few years ago HP refused to enter joint ventures,
but now we have ones going in Mexico, China, Brazil and
Korea," says a company executive. "In the past we felt,
since we owned the technology, why share the profits?
Then we found we couldn't get into those foreign markets
any other way."

Harvard Professor Emeritus Raymond Vernon, a veteran
analyst of international business, says of world technology
markets: "Except for highly monopolistic situations, the
buyer has a big advantage over the seller. Countries like
Brazil and India can control the flow of technology across
their borders and then systematically gain by buying tech
nology cheaply."

Vernon draws an ominous parallel: "A century ago the
multinationals were in plantation agriculrure and electric
power. Now they're all gone because their technology and
management skills were absorbed by local peoples. The
same thing is happening in other fields today, including
computers. II

This is why it makes little difference whether the dollar
is cheap or dear. In this mighry clash between nationalism
and free trade, nationalism seems to be winning. Where
does this leave the U.S. dream of becoming high-technol
ogy supplier to the world? Rudely shattered.•
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No matter how you slice it, per capita
or by dollar volume, most of the
world's semiconductors go to the U.S.,
Japan and Europe. Don't be misled,
though. The smaller markets matter,
especially to the governments that
WOrk so hard to protect them.
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notorious Ministry of Internation-
al Trade &. Industry IMITI}. Bra
zil's computer policy today fol
lows the line of a mid-Fifties re
port by MITI's. Research
Committee on the Computer.

In the 1950s and 1960s MITI
used Japan's tight foreign ex
change controls to ward off what
its nationalist superbureaucrat of
the day, Shigeru Sahashi, called
lithe invasion of American capi
tal." In long and bitter negotia
tions in the late Fifties, Sahashi
told IBM executives: "We will
take every measure to obstruct the
success of your business unless
you license IBM patents to Japa
nese firms and charge them no
more than 5% royalty." In the end,
IBM agreed to sell its patents and
accept MITI's administrative guid
ance on how many computers it
could market in Japan. How many
Japanese products would be sold in
the U.S. today if this country had
imposed similar demands on the
Japanese?

Some U.S. economists are de
scribing the result of the Japanese
policy as the "home market ef
fect." They mean that protection-
ism in the home market tends to
create an export capability at low
marginal cost.

"Home market protection by one country sharply raises
its firms' market share abroad," says MIT's Paul Krugman,
reponing the results of computer simulations of interna
tional competition in high technology. "Perhaps even
more surprising, this expon success is not purchased at the
expense of domestic consumers. Home market protection
lowers the price at home while raising it abroad."

Brazil surely has similar intentions. IBM and other U.S.
computer companies are transferring technology to Brazil
as never before.

The Brazilians may have grasped a reality that the U.S.
has been unable politically to address: that while there is
no way to check the fast dissemination of technology
today, the real prize in the world economy is a large and
viable national market-a market big enough to support
economies of scale and economies of specialization. In
shan, while a country can no longer protect its technology
effectively, it can still put a price on access to its market.
As owner of the world's largest and most versatile market,
the U.S. has unused power.

Taiwan, Korea, Hong Kong and Singapore, lacking large
internal markets, could develop only because they had
easy and cheap access to the rich U.S. market.

Why doesn't the U.S. reciprocate? The Reagan Adminis
tration has threatened to restrict imports of Brazilian
exports to the U.S. by Dec. 31 if Brazil doesn't I) protect
software with new copyright legislation, 21 allow more
joint ventures with foreign firms, and 31 publish explicit
rules curtailing SE!'s arbitrary behavior.

But the Brazilians are hardly trembling in their boots.
Brazilian officials hint that if Brazilian exports to the U.S.
are curbed, Brazil won't be able to earn enough dollars to
service its crushinlI extemaI debt. Diplomats ofboth coun
tries want to avoicfa showdown, so they keep talking. And
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America's N ew-Wave Chip Firms
new U,S. chips is done at "silicon round
ties" in Korea and Taiwan. This has led
some observers to complain that the new'
firms are not creating enough new do
mestic employment.
Reversing the Flow

Well. certainly not as much. as they
would with better capital-gains rules and
more support from older U.S. chip compa
nies. But the alternative is no jobs here at
all. And the brainpoweris remainingin the
U.S. Best of all, for once the flow has re
versed" and the Asians are providing the
raw materials and laborand the U.S.firms
are skimming off the value-added profits.
Unfortunately-as In the case of a U.S.
chip house importinga $100 Japanese sili
conwafer, then resellingthe finishedprod
uct domestlcallyfor 10 times the amount-,..
this advantage doesn't always showup in
positive balance of trade.

AU of this points to a fundamental dif·
ference between the old-line U.S. chip;'
firms and the new wave of start-ups: a'
move from provtnctattsm toward a more'
global perspective. These charactensttcs,
also suggest that the needsof the newchip~

companies may be fundamentally different:
from their well-known predecessors. _

For one thing, their geographical diver-'?
sity argues that now,' without the requlre-]
ment of full manuracturtng facilitiesat ev-,?
ery firm, it may Indeed be possible to build'!
high-tech enclaves IikeSilicon Valley~.~

throughout America.It also hints that ~
the government really does want to sUbsl~

dize semiconductors It ought to restore!
those capital-gains breaks that led to theoi
venture-capital boom that.built these new:,
firms-or at least put the bucks up fo~

some state-of-the-art silicon foundries here.i
in the States. This recent burst of domestiC'!
semiconductor entrepreneurshipis the best!~

refutationto the claim that America's chi'P1
business is dying. "j

Meanwhile, their meager number ofj
'start-ups means the Japanese are goingto'.
fight the next round with the huge elec
tronics firms they've already got. And for
all their much-vaunted manufacturing
prowess, there is no reason to assume
those companies are.any more immune to
the semiconductor business cycle than our
own-particularly when. short of cutting
our own throats, we make them play
fair.

This is not to say we should ignore our
older semiconductor companies. It Is just;
that we shouldnot ransom'our technologi;o(
cal future for firms that, by not remalning
innovative, have become part of the paat.;
If the old chip companies want to stay ini
business. let them adapt to thenew rulesa
Finally. the quantity and quality of th~

many new U.S. chip firms hints that the!
best thing the government can do fo~
America's semiconductor industry is whati
the now-crying old-line chip houses them-s
selves asked it to do just a fewyears aec.!
And that is to stay out of the way. '!

~
Mr. Malone writes frequently on hig~

technology. ~

'86'so'76'70

coho Oki Electric and Exar of Japan, as
well as Korea's Samsung.

Chips & Technologies' president. Gor
don A. Campbell, doesn't mince words:
"One of the reasons we've seen large U.S.
semiconductor corporationsindeeptrouble'
recently ls that those firms failed to do
what they did so well in the past: identify
trends and markets... , They've devel
opedhardeningof the arteries. Bycompar
ison, the Japanese companies entered the
semiconductor industry late: they didn't
have preconceived notions, and they
haven't had the tunnel visionU.S. compa
nieshad. Now, what Itne large U.S. firmsI
are trying to do with legislation in Wash·
lngton is to save these stodgy old compa
nies that can't figure out how to compete
with Japan. And what is really going to
happen is that these new laws are goingto
stompall over a lotoflittle companies that
may be this industry's bread and butter to
morrow."

This new breed of semiconductor com
pany looks almost nothing like its better'
known predecessors. For one thing. it,
doesn't build much. Because building a'
fabrication laboratory is too great a capi
tal investment-and becausetheolder U.S.
firms aren't much interested in the work
much of the actual manufacturtng of the

west. seven in the Northeast. and 13 in
other parts of thecountry.

• In 1980. world-wide revenuesof semi
conductor start-ups totaled$20million. By
the end of this year that total will reach
nearly $2 billion-all in the teeth of one of
the worst recessions'the industry has ever
known. _

• Of the 113 U.S. semiconductor start
ups. more thanone-third havestrong affili·
atlons (manufacturing contracts. technol
ogy transfers, joint ventures, .etc.) with
Asiancompanies, many of them Japanese.
As Mr. ratsuno and Ms. Sue noted.
"whereas larger U.S.vendorsare hesitant
to enter alliances with.Asian companies.
start-ups are jwnping into alliances en
masse." For example, Chips & Technol
ogies Inc. of Milpitas, Calif., has technol
ogy agreements with. among others. Ri·
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electronicsindustry is staggeringout of an
extended recession, theselittIe start-ups
are growing likejunglebamboo. Last year.
for' example. Cypress Semiconductor
nearly tripled its sales to $51 million. LSI
Logic, founded in 1981. expects revenue
this year to top $300 million. While these
growth rates certainly cannot be main
tained for very long, it seems possible that
by the mid-1990s these firms and others
willbe of comparablesize to their famous
predecessors.

Sheridan Tatsuno, whoco-authored the
report with Penny Sue. measured a recur
ring 12-year to is-year interval between
start-up crests. "suggesting a technology
life-cycle that progresses from initial re
search to commercialization to gradual de'
cline." Further. he added, these sudden
increases in start-ups seemed to coincide
with "a rapid lossof ,--------'--__...,.- .:....__---,
marketshare among 1 - I

older companies
that are unable to
compete with start
ups in emerging
technologies."

Hence: the prj. I 301 A I
marily low-deaslty,
military-oriented
chip houses of the
'60swereoverrunby 12°11---------------
themedium-density,
broad·product-Iine
firms of the '70s:
and they, in their 1 1"- ,
turn. are being end- I 10

1

run by high-density,
niche-market, cus
tom chip makers of
the '80s. Each time.
the older chip firms
have grown too bl '"

and have too much '
invested in the old technology to risk can
nibalizing themselves in a bet on the fu·
ture. And history has left them behind.

So, are we really looking.at a U.S. chip
indUStry beingbrutalizedby the predatory
practicesof foreign competitors?Or is that
just camouflage for the reality of a bunch
of once-famous firms nowreachingthe end
of their business cycles?

Frankly, it is too early to know. But
even that answer shouldbe more than suf
ficient to make legislators step back and
take a second look before charging into a
Pacific Rim trade war over the semicon
ductor business. If these chipstart-ups are
indeed the leaders of the '90s. wouldn't it
be a good idea to findout what'the,/J need?
TheDataquest survey is a good start. Here
are some of the facts it uncovered:

• While the U.S. has seen the creation
of113 semiconductor companiessince 1977.
Japan has seen a grand total of four. This
is particularly remarkable when onenotes
that even Taiwan saw two start-ups. and
Australiaand Braziloneeach. And a dozen
other U.S; firms, the vanguard ofa new
generation of superconductor companies.
are expected on the scene Within a year.

• While 70 of the U.S. start-ups are in
Silicon Valley, 23 others are ln the South·

By MICHAEL S.· MALONE
An apparent rebound in the u.s. semi·

conductor industry, caused in part by a
surge in personal-computer sales. and the
recent announcement of a proposed
merger between two established semicon
ductor companies. Advanced Micro De
vices and Monolithic Memories, are two
reminders that'change is theonly constant
in the high-tech business. That ts a good
thing to remember in this time of Pacific
Rimtrade disputes and calls to protectour
"beleagueredv domestlc chip industry.

When one reads the numbers, the first
reaction Is to man the economic barrio
cades. dredge the bottomless moat'ofsub·
sidies andpourthewalls fora Magtnotline
of tariffs;But if one looks closerat the ap
parent problems of the U.S" semiconductor
industry, the suspicion grows that there
'are forces at work here that have nothing
to do with Japanese competition. Worse,
this groWing urge toward protectionism
may do,greater damage than gOod among
the semiconductor start-up' companies.

TheJapanese have beencompetingun
fairly in the electronicsindustry for years.
But we must make sure that in punishing
them wedon't punishourselvesevenmore.
A quiz: What do RCA. Sylvania and Gen
eral Electric have in common? They were
among leadingU.S. electronic component
makers ill 1956. They built vacuum'tubes.
Along came transistors, then integrated
circuits. and these giants were knocked off
their perches by little upstarts',like Fair
child and Motorola. Mostof these firms. in
turn. were supplanted by newcomers like
Intel and National semiconductor.

'Second questiom What were the three
'leadingU.S. auto makers in 1956? General
Motors. Ford andChrysler. In other words;
there is a big difference betweenproviding
a bridge loan to an established. firm in a
mature industry, like Chrysler. and prop
ping upa gaggleof companies Ina volatile
businesslikesemiconductors in which they
may not even be competitors tomorrow.

Wildcatting and Shoot-Outs
One reply might be that perhaps after

30 years of wildcatting and shoot-outs in
the streets of smcon Valley. the U.S. semi
conductorindustry Is ready to settle down
into a peaceful dotage. Protection then
would be,a sort of corporate MedIcare.
guarding our increasingly infirm. but still
valuable, chipcompanies from thosehooli
gans,and youn2' toughs across the sea.

U you believe that,' take a look at the
accompanying chart of,world-wide start
ups between 1957 and 1986, prepared by a
Silicon Valleymarket research firm, Data
quest Inc., as part of a report on semlccn
ductor companies founded since the late
1970s. Dataquest found 134 chrp-ccmpany
start-ups world-wide beginning in 1977, 113
of them in the U.S. There were more chip
companies started in the U.S.in the past 10
years than in the 25 years before that.

Hardly, fits the image. of a surviving
handful of ·U,S.. chtpmakers huddled be
hind the last unbreached breastwork.does
it? What'smore:while the rest of the U.S.

Verification: The Impossible Dream
By J A:\oIES T. HAcKETt'

RonaldReagan and Mikhail Gorbachev
are close to an arms-control agreement
that would eliminate short- and lntermedi
ate-range nuclear missiles in.Europe. On
the.surface this soundsdesirable. but there

Even the most optimistic arms-control
entnusiasts concede that effective veriflca
non is essennat. But don't worry; the State
Department says it can all be worked out.
That must be gratifying to the Kremlin's
experts in arms-control cheating. who

duces toasters, but how do we know they
don't have another missile factory some
where else that they're not telling us
about? And what's to_keep them from
starting a newmissileproduction linenext
week?

posed to be ellmlnated are effecti¥.;
against targets 300 to 600 miles awa~

Even if such missiles were outlawed. bat+
tlefield missiles with a range of as muclf
as 240 miles still would be permitted. Tl!.
SOVie!S .have~ an. aging battlefield m~,i~
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Adm. Inman
In Command
At Consortium
MCC Research Team
Ready for Business

By Michael Schrage
WashlngtOD Post StarrWriter

AUSTIN, Tex.-With the skill
and savvy that once made him
Washington's consumate high tech
nocrat, retired admiral Bobby Ray
Inman has turned his talents Irom
the classified to the proprietary.

The man who managed this coun
try's most sophisticated national
security technologies-he ran the
National Security Agen~y from
1977 to 1981 and served as deputy
director of the CIA-has glided
sinoothly to the private' -sector,
where he now bids to become the
unofficial U.S. ambassador of inno
vation.

"Much to my surprise, I haven't
needed to adapt my management
style at all: said Inman, with a dis
arming 'deployment of his gap
toothed grin. "The management
skills I've acquired through trial and
painful error are serving me well
here,"

Inman is-chairman and chief ex
ecutive officer of MCC-the Micro
electronics and Computer Technol
ogy Corp. research consortium
which presents itself as the Amer
ican computer industry's response
to Japan's highly publicized "Fifth
Generation" computer challenge for
global supremacy in the informa
tion-processing industry.

The creation of Control Data
Corp. Chairman William C. Norris
in 1982, MCC was seen as new co
operative venture by American
-companies to achieve break
throughs in areas of basic research
crucial to, the evolution of informa
tion technology. The idea was, that
member companies would finance
establishment of the venture, un
derwrite its research programs, and
lend it some of their top scientists
and engineers. Norris argued that a
combined approach would prove

-fl!',

more cost-effective than anyone
company's individual efforts in this
risky and capital intensive industry.

In many respects, MCC is the
forerunner and model of what may
prove to be the next generation of
industry research and develop
ment-a cooperative of companies
that share first-level research and
development efforts that later will
become proprietary products. MCC
has about 300 employes and an an
nual budget approaching $100 mil
lion but has not disclosed what is
being spent on specific programs.

"Mid- and small-sized companies
simply don't sustain long and broad
scaled research in an industry
where the prospect for technolog
ical surprise is high," Inman said.

Inman, who had retired from pub
lic service in July 1982, was assid-

XI \11' Ali I,)
~~","" (';"Y\«fiV!-'V''-itI.AJ
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uously wooed by Norris and other
MCC members. He formally came
on board in January 1983.

A superb politician with an ability
to implement an agenda, he sur
prised and annoyed many of the
members of his board by consistently
rejecting many of the researchers
initially offered up by the member
companies as simply not good
enough.

Moreover, although MCC's sev
en research programs-which
range from semiconductor packag
ing to new computer architectures
to parallel processing-originally
were supposed to be run by scien
tists from MCC member compa
nies, it turns out that six of the sev
en are independent and highly re-

See MCC, DB, Col. 1
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BOBBY RAY INMAN
... skills "serving me well here"

tween basic and applied research
and development have blurred to
the point that more information has
to b'e considered proprietary and
protected accordingly .

However. it may well be that
MCC.......as a consortium.......helps de
fine the new level of proprietary
emphasis as companies increasingly
rely on secrecy as well as innova
tion to protect a technical edge in
the marketplace.

Rather than see secrecy empha
sis as a threat to innovation. Inman
sees it as a part of the reality of
intensifying global competition.

The current membership is Ad
vanced Micro Devices Inc., Allied
Corp.. BMC Industries Corp.. Bell
Communications Research (Bell
cor), Boeing, Control Data, Digital
Equipment. Eastman Kodak. Gould
Inc.. Harris Corp., Honeywell Inc..
Lockheed Corp., Martin Marietta.
3M, United Technologies Corp ..
Motorola Inc., NCR Inc., Rockwell
International Corp. and Sperry
Corp. Reportedly, General Motors
Corp.. flush with its acquisitions of
Electronic Data Systems Corp. and
Huges Aircraft. also is exploring an
MCC membership.

& Manufacturing Co. to assure that
researchers have a broad market of
companies for their innovations.

Arandom sampling of researchers
affiliated withMCC reveals that they
are happy with their working envi
ronment. adequately compensated
and optimistic about the prospects
for the application of their research.

"I think Inman has set the right
tone for this place," said Doug
Lenat, an artificial-intelligence reo
searcher who came from Stanford
University and the Xerox Palo Alto
Research Center.

However, the tone also includes
an overwhelming concern for the
proprietary nature of the research.
Elevators are equipped with special
locking devices that prevent indi
viduals without the appropriate
card keys from having access to
certain floors at the Austin complex
of black glass buildings. Indeed, the
seven programs are carefully par
titioned. so that companies not fund
ing certain programs are expressly
prohibited from receiving informa

. tion from them. .
Similarly, researchers-who tra

ditionally have published papers and
presented their findings in confer
ences-are reluctant to disclose
anything beyond the sketchiest de
tails of their work.

Indeed, Inman declines to pub
licly disclose the research mile
stones of MCC. arguing that, as a
private enterprise, the organization
is under no obligation to do so. Con
sequently. though, there is no real
external way then of measuring
how well MCC's disparate research
programs are doing.

DEC's Fuller insists that "It's at
least as ambitious as Japan's Fifth
Generation" goals and that the 10
year research program is "right on
schedule."

Inman visibly bristles at sugges
tions that this concern for secrecy
reflects his national security back
ground. He points out that he has a
responsibility to protect his share
holders' investments-more impor
tant, he stresses that the lines be-

"Our shareholders now have un
inhibited access to the develop
mental know-how in their pro
grams," said Smidt. "And in 12 to
18 months I think we'll see exper
imental uses and elements of our
output in commercial use."

However. Inman concedes that
MeC can succeed brilliantly as a re
search and development organization
but ultimately fail in its mission if
member companies are unwilling or
unable to accommodate themselves
to the flow of technologies that
emerge from the consortium.

Indeed. Inman and Smidt agree
that. with 21 major organizations
participating, the odds are great
that not all of them will prove adept
at swiftly assimilating MCC tech
nology. That could mean that four
or five of the most aggressive cor
porations with a clear technology
transfer plan reap the commercial
benefits of the investments made by
the other members. In essence, the
slower companies effectively will
have subsidized, their competitors'
advantage. That could lead to sev
eral companies choosing to drop out
of the consortium.

In other words, MCC's very sue
cess could sew the seeds of discord.
Inman says the consortium "could
be viable with 14 or 15 members,"
but he hastens to add that he
doesn't expect more than two or
three of the 21 companies to drop
out over the near term.

Actually, Inman seems more in
tent on attracting and keeping key
researchers than mollifying certain
shareholder problems. "I've tried to
give them the feeling that they're
the members of a club-an exclu
sive group, an elite group," far
more so than he's done with his
shareholders, Inman said.

The Austin location has not
proven detrimental in attracting re
searchers from California .or Ivy
League climes. and Inman cleverly
has secured a diversity of sharehold
ers ranging from Boeing Co. to East
man Kodak Co. to Minnesota Mining

l >()8 SC~D\Y. JULY 2R. 19R5

~. ~CC Team 'Right on Schedule~
• ~ Mel:,From Dl

•~pected scientists individually re-

~
' . ruited by Inman himself. Clearly,

man has not lost his Washington
* ~ oned touch for assuring a comfort
~4ble levelofautonomy.
~ Flashing the smile. Inman de
~"llines to view it that way, saying
~anly that "we've been damn lucky"
~ getting the people he's recruited.
)..; "I think he's a very effective lead
t-er," said MCC board member Sam
"uel H. Fuller. Digital Equipment

Corp.'s vice president for research
and architecture. "He's strong and
outspoken, -and when you're trying
to get 21 corporations to cooperate
on something. that's what youoften
need to be,"

Another board member. who
asked not to be identified, asserted
that Inman liked to create or im
pose a consensus rather than seek
one. But he conceded that Inman
was "very, very effective at man
aging us and managing our expec
tations." .

~i Though, MeC has been in oper
;:.ation for less than three years and
~l1as yet to publish any significartt
:~:cesearch, it already has captured
::-someof the top researchers in com
:;.'uter science and a reputation as an
'!mtellectually exciting .place to
•work, Teams of computer scientists
:are exploring futuristic forms of
·.:.omputer software that would im-
·..:aue computers with a "common
;':':!ense" capability at problem solv-

ing, for example. Other specialists
are looking at computer-aided ap

r proaches to help crowd hundreds of
millions of circuits on a silicon chip.
Inman unabashedly asserts that

.11CC "is clearly a winner."
t, .. But MCC's member companies
:and Inman all concede that the real
_eest of the consortium is just now
~beginning: Will MeC's research and
•development efforts ultimately
; translate into innovative products
~ and services that give its members
.: a technical edge in the marketplace?
4 "We've completed the start-up
: phase and it's now down to the busi
~ ness of research," said DEC"s
[Fuller. "The hard problem is going

_1 to be technology transfer."
~ "My primary worry is technology
-:transfer," said Inman. "I can't guar
: antee that all these companies will
: use these technologies."
.. In fact, that issue is of such par
~ amount concern that Inman formed
; an ad hoc committee to force MCC
~.members to address the technolc
"RY-transfer questions within their

-~wncq':llp~ies.

; Even in the fast-paced high-tech
· riology industry, effecting a smooth
: (ransfer from basic research to pro
: totype to production model has
: proven to be one of the thorniest
· problems. facing American ccmpa
: nies. Academic commentators on
: ifidustry from Robert Reich to Ezra

Vogel all comment that Japanese
industry's skills at quickly bringing

: innovations to market give it a com
: petrtive edge.
: "There's one resource that's
· scarce and that's time," said Palle
: Smidt. MCC's senior vice president
: of plans and programs, "There's
: more competition out there now.
: Revenue life cycles are down, prod
\ uct life cycles are down:"
:=.' That creates an inherent tension
.e*J MCe, Smidt concedes. As com
: puter product llfe cycles 'shrink with
I the pace of technological change.
• figuring out what constitutes useful

i
long-range research becomes in
creasingly difficult. When does
"long range" research blur into

,something with immediate commer-
• cia! possibilities?i .Inman and Smidt are leaving that
2up to the individual companies to
• decide.

,



BOBBY RAY INMAN
... skills "serving me well.here"

tween basic and applied research
and development have blurred to
the point that more information has
to be considered proprietary and
protected accordingly.

However, it may well be that
MCC-as a consortium-helps de
fine the new level of proprietary
emphasis as companies increasingly
rely on secrecy as well as innova
tion to protect a technical edge in
the marketplace.

Rather than see secrecy empha
sis as a threat to innovation, Inman
sees it as a part of the reality of
intensifying global competition.

The current membership is Ad
vanced Micro Devices Inc., Allied
Corp" BMC Industries Corp.. Bell
Communications Research (Bell
cor), Boeing, Control Data, Digital
Equipment, Eastman Kodak, Gould
Inc., Harris Corp., Honeywell Inc.,
Lockheed Corp., Martin Marietta,
3M, United Technologies Corp.,
Motorola Inc., NCR Inc., Rockwell
International Corp. and Sperry
Corp. Reportedly, General Motors
Corp., flush with its acquisitions of
Electronic Data Systems Corp. and
Huges Aircraft, also is exploring an
MCC membership.
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& ManufactUring Co. to assure that
researchers have a broad market of
companies for their innovations.

A random sampling of researchers
affiliated withMCC revealstbat they
are happy with their working envi
ronment, adequately compensated
and optimistic about the prospects
for the application of their research.

"I think Inman has set the right
tone for this place," said Doug
Lenat, an artificial-intelligence re
searcher who came from Stanford
University and the Xerox Palo Alto
Research Center.

However, the tone also includes
an overwhelming concern for the
proprietary nature of the research.
Elevators are equipped with special
locking devices that prevent indi
viduals without the appropriate
card keys from having access to
certain floors at the Austin complex
of black glass buildings. Indeed, the
seven programs are carefully par
titioned so that companies not fund
ing certain programs are expressly
prohibited from receiving informa
tion from them.

Similarly, researchers-who tra
ditionally have published papers and
presented their findings in confer
ences-are reluctant to disclose
anything beyond the sketchiest de
tails of their work.

Indeed, Inman declines to pub-
licly disclose the research mile
stones of MCC, arguing that, as a
private enterprise. the organization
is'under no obligationto do so. Con
sequently, though, there is no real
external way then of measuring
how well MCC's disparate research
programs are doing.

DEC's Fuller insists that "It's at
least as ambitious as Japan's Fifth
Generation" goals and that the 10~

year research program is "right on
schedule."

Inman visibly bristles at sugges
tions that this concern for secrecy
reflects his national security back
ground. He points out that he has a
responsibility to protect his share
holders' investments-more impor
tant, he stresses that the lines be-

"Our shareholders now have un
inhibited access to the develop
mental know-how in their pro
grams," said Smidt. "And in 12 to
18 months I think we'll see exper
imental uses and elements of our
output in commercial use."

However, Inman concedes that
MCC can succeed brilliantly as a re
search and development organization
but ultimately fail in its mission if
member companies areunwilling or
unable to accommodate themselves
to the flow of technologies that
emerge from the consortium.

Indeed, Inman and Smidt agree
that, with 21 major organizations
participating, the odds are great
that not all of them will prove adept
at swiftly assimilating MCC tech
nology. That could mean that four
or five of the most aggressive cor
porations with a clear technology
transfer plan reap the commercial
benefits of the investments made by
the other members. In essence.fhe
slower companies effectively will
have subsidized their competitors'
advantage. That could lead to sev
eral companies choosing to drop out
of the consortium.

In other words, MCC's very sue
cess could sew the seeds of discord.
Inman says the consortium "could
be viable with 14 or 15 members,"
but he hastens to add that he
doesn't expect more than two or
three of the 21 companies to drop
out over the near term.

Actually, Inman, seems more in
tent on attracting and keeping key
researchers than mollifying certain
shareholder problems. "I've tried to
give them the feeling that they're
the members of a club-an exchr
sive group, an elite group," far
more so than he's done with his
shareholders, Inman said.

The Austin location has not
proven detrimental in attracting re
searchers from California or Ivy
League climes, and Inman cleverly
has secured a diversity of sharehold
ers ranging from Boeing Co. to East
man KodakCo. to Minnesota Mining
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outspoken, and when you're trying
to get 21 corporations to cooperate
on something, that's whatyouoften
needto be."

Another board member. who
asked not to be identified, asserted

'-that Inman liked to create or im
pose a consensus rather than seek
one. But he conceded that Inman
was "very, very effective at man
aging us and managing our expec
tations."

~. Though MCC has been in oper
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~omputer software that would im
....'ue computers with a "common
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•preaches to help crowd hundreds of
millions of circuits on a silicon chip.
Inman unabashedly asserts that

.MCC "is clearly a winner."
.,. But MCC's member companies
~~d Inman all concede that the real
~~st of the consortium is just now

-:beginning: Will MeC's research and
.iI development efforts ultimately
~ translate into innovative products
: and services that give its members
: a technical edge in the marketplace?
;. "We've completed the start-up
: phase and it's now down to the busi
~ ness of research," said DEC"s
~:Fuller. "The hard problem is going
·t to be technology transfer."
~ "My primary worry is technology
:;transfer," said Inman. "I can't guar
~ antee that all these companies will
~ use these technologies.'
~ In fact, that issue is of such par
,~amount concern that Inman formed
~ an ad hoc committee to force MCC
'~members to address the tech nolo-
~·transfe( questions" within their
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~..riology industry, effecting a smooth
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~ totype to production model has
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the pace of technological change,
figuring out what constitutes useful
long-range research becomes in
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"long range" research blur into
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John 'R. Hanne, head of M.C.C.'s

computer-aided-design project, has
worked with Mr, Dove at Texas In
struments. He said Mr. Dove proved
particularly adept in keeping long
range research headed toward mar
ketable products,

"Grant is one of a very few people
who are very accomplished man
agers of high-tech business projects,"
he said, echoing the comments of
other Texas Instruments executives

Mr. Dove was particularly success.
ful in achieving consensus in a com
pany that has a reputation for con
frontation, "If there is anything I've
learned how to do inside T.1., it is to
pull together diverse groups of r--oote
and move them toward a C' -m

- .

The consortium
sees a wave of
products just
over the horizon.

knownas application-specific
integrated circuits. These chips
are one of the fastest-growing

.and most competitive fields of
semiconductor manufacturing.

Dataquest lnc., a market re
search concern, said they ac
counted for.21 percent of world
wide semiconductor saies last
year, or $4.9 billion. The figure is
expected to increase to about
$15 billion. or one-fourth of total
Chipsales, by 1992, with Japa
nese and American companies
battling for most of the market
share.

NCR created its program from
sophisticated software work
completed in 1985 by research
ers in artificial intelligence at the
consortium.

conceived five years ago by William
C.Norris, founder of the Control Data
Corporation. He saw Japan's reach
toward the so-calledFifth Generation
of computer technology as a threat
both to the American economy and
computer industry. Mr. Norris also
believed that cooperation in jointly Ii
nanced research was the best way for
American electronics companies to
stay competitive.

At the time, Japaneseindustry had
pooled resources and threatened to
outdistance American efforts in tack
ling the costly research needed to
achieve the next stage of advanced
computer operations. Many in this
country doubted that American com
panies could find a way to cooperate
andkeeppace,

Indeed, some companies that
joined M.C.C. complained for months
of competitive jealousies. Yet, mem
bers say they generally acquiescedto
urgings for cooperation from Adm.

By THOMAS C. HAYES

The NCR corporation intro
duceda software system yes
terdaythat its executives said
should accelerate the design
time for some kinds of custom
computer chips.

The NCR product, called De
sign Adviser·, is the first avail
able based on technology
created at the Microelectronics
Computer and Technology Cor
poration. The research consorti
um, based in Austin, Tex., was
organized four years ago by 12
American companies to cooper
ate in electronics research.

The new software uses an
"expert system" that incorpo
rates the knOWledgeof human
engineers and is aimed at
speeding the design of chips

Speeding the Design of Some Chips

• • •
For the United States, M.C.C. was

an unusual business strategy when

DALLAS

GRANT A. DOVE·built his repu
tation by finding ways to con
vert sophisticated research

into money-making products during
the last two decades at Texas Instru
ments Inc.

Those kinds of payoffs have been
slow to develop for the 20 companies
sharing research costs at the Microe~

lectronics Computer and Technology
Corporation, which was created four
years ago in an effort to counter ad
vances by the Japanese in electron
ics. Yet Mr. Dove, who will become
the chairman and chief executive of
the consortium, familiarly known as
M.C.C., in two weeks, Sees a wave of
new products just over the horizon.

"OUr programs have long-range
goals, but you'U see me putting em
phasis on 'setting up interim mile
stones, with more product spin-outs
along the way," he said. "They'll be
random, but YOU'll see more." M.CC.,
based in Austin, Tex., and one of its
members, the NCR Corporation, yes
terday announced the first commer
cial product of a software technology
developedby the consortium.

New M.C.C. Chief's Strategy:
To Speed Payoff on Research

iJ'lT ~ ~ 7..)./~7
-------------- Bobby R, Inman, the former deputy

director of the .Central Intelligence
Agency who was M.C.C.'s first chair
man. He left last December.

The consortium, which has nearly
400 researchers and a budget this
year of $75 million, has focusedon ap
plied research in fOUT disciplines, all
tied to building faster and more capa
ble computers. They are computer
chip packaging, advanced computer
architecture, software development
and eomputer-aided designs for ad
vanced computer chips called Very
Large Scale Integrated Circuits.

At Mr. Dove's urging, M.C.C. soon
will add a program in one of today's
hottest research fields - supercon
ductivity, a condition in which ma
terials lose all electrical resistance.
In the past this condition could be
reached only at extremely low tern
peratures, More recently it has been
reached at more moderate tempera
tures.

Three members of the consortium
- Unisys, Allied-Signal and Lockheed
Missiles and Space - have said they
would quit at year-end, and a fourth,
General Electric, said that while it
would keep Its yearly .membersmp, It
would withdraw from specific re
search programs.

Mr. Dove, who is 59 years old, has
been an executive vice president at
Texas Instruments since 1982. In his
28years with the company, he had a
hand in developing such sophisticated
products as computer systems used
in oil exploration, automatic pilots for
jow-Ilytng military aircraft, and a
computer used for weather forecast
ing and ballistic missile research. He
also has been the senior executive di
recting Texas Instruments' invest-·
ments in artificial intelligence re
search.

J- __
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simultaneously. can also work
together to Create large.
complex software systems.

Still, most 'Companies have been
secretive about their applications of
M.e.e. technology, which Mr. Dove'.
said he wanted to change. "It's im
portant to get the word out," he said.

He said that Texas Instruments
might join the consortium and added
that he Was also wooing many.
smaller companies and campaigning
for current members to join more
programs.

"The need for teamwork is much
clearer now than it was even in 1984
and '85, when the whole idea was
being debated," he said. "There are
probably close to 50 different kinds of .
consortia underway now. The debate
has beenwon.".

Involves developing computsr
aided design systems that
reduce the amount of time and
effort needed to design future
generation electronic systems.

"B':tm~;«iq'iltfJf.fff
Project specifications are
undecided, but they are
expected to deal with designs
for faster and more powerful
electronic systems.

lW:e.l)/s·Re.searcf1Agenda'

1I>f"'~"W''lIU:d''J ';~""'\;'_AMta.!ifI!~,w." ,lt9,w):4itt,
Includes research on how
teams of designers, working

Involves designing high~

density chips covering
connectors, materials, test and
cooling lechnoiogy and
process reliablflty.

Includes three areas 
artificial intelligence, systems
technology and de~igning

easier-to-use sottware.

commercial products. Mr. Dove said
he already has told member compa
nies that he intends to quicken the
pace.· .

Boeing, Honeywell and Minnesota
Mining and Manufacturing, among
other member companies, already
have publicly discussed applications
of M.C.C. technology in their research
and production operations.

"M.C.C. has allowed us to get at
things that . are more risky, and
broader-based.iand has given us the
ability to share in those risks rather
than bear them ourselves," said
Timothy D.Fehr, Vice president for
engineering at the Boeing Electronics
Company.

The New York Times/Jim Wilson

Grant A. Dove

goal," Mr. Dove said.
Asked to elaborate, he said he was

trained as a systems engineer - he
.has an undergraduate degree in elec
trical engineering from Virginia
Polytechnic Institute - but seemed
to have a natural gift for manage
ment.

Colleagues at Texas Instruments
said that Mr. Dove was both person
able and a good listener, and sought
consensus in management decisions.
"I've .never had problems giving
credit where-credit is due," he said.

Member companies collectively
have about 100 people at M.e.e.,
monitoring research and manipulat
ing ideas that might be worked into

•••

R. Inman, the former deputy
. of the Central Intelligence
who was M.e.C.'s first chair- .
~ left last December.
onsornum, which has nearly
earchers and a budget this
$75million, has focused on ap
'search in four disciplines, all
milding faster and more capa
iputers, They -are computer
ckaging, advanced computer
cture, software development
nputer-aided designs for ad
computer chips called Very

cale Integrated Circuits.
". Dove's urging, M.e.C. soon
I a program' in one .ot today's
research fields - supercoo
y, a condition in which rna
lose all electrical resistance.
past this condition could be
I only at extremely low tern
es. More recently it has been
I at more moderate tempera-

: members of the consortium
zs,Allied-Signal and Lockheed
; and Space - have said they
uit at year-end, and a fourth,
I Electric, said that while it
eep its yearly.mernbership, it
withdraw from specific re
rrograms.
lOve, who is 59 years old, has
I executive vice president at
nstruments since 1982. In -his
s with the company, he had a
developing such sophisticated
s as computer systems used
ploration, automatic pilots for.
ng military aircraft, and a
er used for weather forecast
ballistic missile research. He
; been the senior executive di
Texas Instruments' mvest-:

in arlificial intelligence re-

.ategy:
search

R. Hanne, head of M.c.e.'s
er-aided design project, has
with Mr. Dove at Texas In

its. He said Mr. Dove proved
arly adept in keeping long
esearch headed toward mar
products.
nt is one of a very few people
'e very accomplished man
rhigh-tech business projects,"
L echoing the comments of
exas Instruments executives.
love was particularly success
chieving consensus in a com
rat has a reputation for can
on. "If there is anything I've
how to do inside T.l., it is to

ether diverse groups of people
we them toward a common

-:;i-'WfWf55¥--' .
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,Japan Is' Racing to Commercialize .New SUPI
iY, Discovery Prompts FranticResearch Effort; U.S. Response Is

r/!tolutlOnary things are 'going to come up
arid a lot of It Is going to come from Ja
pail," says David L. Keller, a technology
alliIlyst with James Capel & Co., a Brltisb
secuI1tles firm. "The Japanese will dra
matically lead the rest of tbe world."

The Japanesegovernment alreadyIsor
ganizing that. da Safter tb ton
bOmbshell, Ja an's Beence and Technol
ogy gency announc rm a
research consortIUm at JApaiiesE el)mpa~

.yHE OBJECTIVE,' says Japan's leading
business newspaper; 'is to organize industry

to get the jump onthe West in applications and
commercialization for a huge new market.'

Herein Tokyo, however, the.raceIs al
readyon,showing once again thecompeti
tivedriveandspeed with whIch Japan can
seize on.western science. ,"

New materials that conduct electI1city
at warmer temperatures with almost no
loss of power, have "opened a fantastic
world offuture Industries," saysMasatoshl
Urashlma, a MITf official. seeause previ
ous superconductors operated only at ex
tremely', low and expenslve-to-malntam

l3ySnPHEN KREInERYonER
Stl:i/jR~rU!TofTHE WALLSnlEETJoVRNAL

TOK'lO-ln the cornerofProf.Shlnlchi
ticlllda'$ laboratory at the University of
Tokyo. acJO!lS ffom the bottles of liquid

'nltrogen,stands a bunk bed,
Untlll'eC!!ntly it was little used. Then,

on Feb.l~,.'a University of }iouston press
conterence 'announced the latest break
throUgh til ,the science of superconductt
vlty, a development with potentially enor
mous commercial applications.

Thelab and It,s bonks here seldom have
been empty since.

For three weeks Prof. Uchida's 12·re
searcher team worked around the clock,
sevendays a week to duplicate the Hous
ton results, Sleeping Inshlft,s, tbeycooked
their meals In a tiny kitChenette while
theirlatest batchofexperimental ceramic
pellets baked in the lab's kiln.

In other labs, In company board rooms
and In the offices of the powetful Ministry
of Tradeand Industry, or MITI, the Hous
ton breakthrough has galvanized Japan,
Seientists, lndusttlallsts and government
officials have responded frantically, con
vinced theycan,andmust,walk away wltb
the commercial applications. "When It
comes time to make something out of It,"
predIcts Prof. ShOJI Tanaka, wno Is Prof.
Uchida's bOSS, "the Japanesewill havethe
upper hantt.. , • ' ' '

.In the U.lt; by contrast, the reaction
lias~ rtrore measured. Labs are busy,
lltit there jan'! aily nationally coordinated
di'lvefot;tQmmerclallzation. Leaders In
S1I~I~bjlllUctlvlty ,researcb caution that

".mi\tiJ\'£~ence telltillns to be done fi~t.
F >""~ttlil' MUSt keepIII milld that the scientific/'! 'j,~ne Is, cllailglng so rapidly that to deeide
, ., :1:dllit sPecific applicationS) on the basis of

\;1\'ilillat lSkIl6JVri tOday w(jU}d be a mistake;"
J6llIl Atmsttong, director of the re
,n.,diVlSlbnat IJiterJ!l!-tIona.I Business

-"".,1I,n,l!s,.,',COfp",. It,Woul,~.iiso be wrong, he
~ :_;hjq~ flits Inll a race between
,/ :SIl&Wlhliwesl." ., ,)!' -:
, ..... '·~''?:P'" .... ,:." ' ,.. ,." '.

!;;':'~i"<

temperatures, the new matetlals make nles. unIversities and government lab§. A
economical the creation of tiny, superfast week later, the consortium was in place,
computers, magnetically flOating trains, Including such Industrtal giants as NEC.
long-distance power lines that don'twaste Tosbiba Corp.,Nippon Steel Corp.andMit·
electtlclty andeven appliances that use al- sublshl Electric Corp. "We've athered all
most no power. the leadl - . on-

The discovery meshes with technologies du vlty in~pan," saysKoji Yamagucbi,
Japan has refined for years. Japan has a ~re agency official overseeing research,
train using superconductivity that Is at- We need to get everybody together to
most readyfor commercial use. It travels sha~ "jDformation and aeclCrn now to
at more than 250 miles an hour wbile nov- ,mr,
eringfive inches above a track on a mag- ~{fTI, the agency that picks and funds
netic cushion created by superconducting national projects like the one that helped
colIs. Japan's shipbuilders, meanwhtle, Japanese makers domin~te the memory
have spent $23mUlion to buIld a fast ship chIp business, began moving on the day of
propelled by superconductlng magnets the announcement. It aiready is polishing

. upan eXisting feasibility studyona super-
NEC Corp.andothersalready~ave pro- conducting power plant and plansto have

duced p~ot~types ofsuperconductmg com- a working model built by 1992.
puterCblPS, tbe West gaveup trying to do "The(lbJeetivlnS to organize Industry to
so rour years,ago. Such,giant elec~\ltcs getlhe fumpoo the West In applications
concerns as~Itacbl Ltd. ate sUPlllyli!lr the and commercialization for a huge new
West with mJllions of doUars of,!!\!pl!rcon, /,:market;" sayS Nlbon Keizal Sblmbun, Ja
d~cting equlpment.Md, Ja~~)~~dl~~,: Pail'S leading business daily. Theearliest
role In Indus!rlal ceramlc~ W1Uiil~IliJt d\\:.;:- appltcatlon, researchers say, couId be su
velop ceramIc superconduC1ll~,; ..~I,~S;,ot,' perconducting computer chips tbat would

'::, I,.,.. '.' :_. .....• .' • "'" enable creation of a shoe box-sized super:
"'1il'U' 'Y''I'ng Am"enean. Tosh b A, d computer. IBM and mostother U.S. com-P , , ,', ' ~. 1 aI, e panles abandoned research In 1983 on the:' , "J'" .• . ' .. ,"0';.""'. \,' cblps, called Josephson Junction devices

',', " ",;, , ,'" partly because of the compltcations 0;

I
Says O,;~~mg In U.S. Is DIffICult cooling with helium. That lefi NEC, Hlta

~__ _ <\l chiandU~l:_~~;:~rrl~ tecbnolog]

/
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"At tneUntversity of TOkyo;Mr,'Uchida
sa.UlIsresearchers,downin front of a large
perilllllcUble ,Of the elements. ,For hours
tney 'debated which elements Houston
could possibly have used.:WhUethey were
still guessing. a rumor came over the
phone that the matenal wasfiuoric. Stu- ~.-......"'._~-----

'" ,dentsFalloutandboughtfiuorinlltedchem- In Japan, howev~r, compames that aI·
.,mE! $20,- Icals; For threellay'sthey 'tried autllun. rea dy sen conventional superconductlng
":ToshIba, dreds of combinations lIIltilthey fouJId the Wire to the U.S. have begun crash pro-
[t would, rumor was false. f grams to .commereianse the new diseov

j\Stead, it Actingonano!heHlp that theHouston ery. Fujikura Ltd. andSumitomo Electric,
!lowto do material was ,dar]ngTj!!!n.-,the,researchers for example,say they have developed rudi
~ba\!ffixed all 'the ,plauslble caenucaisma; :mentary WI~ out of tile new ceran:'ic, de
jisked*'r;dlldd become green when fired, again' SPite skeptiCIsm among some scientists
1M",r, Tan., Witll no success: (The material needs to be that .tIlematerial won't lend Itself to wire
~plamed fired further until It is black, they found making.
'I' said we later.l Then a news report said a Chinese Uke their U.S. counterparts, Japanese
stomer." lab had achieved superconductivity at 100 makers temper their euphoria witll warn-

degrees Kelvin (minus 173 degrees Cel- mgs that too little is known about tile new
sius) using a ceramic witll ytterbium in It ceramic superconductor to tell when and
and researchers attacked that. The report how tile material w,lll be commercialized.
proved wrong-tile element was yttrium, ,AsIde from possible pr?blems in form-
(Jromcally. tile University of Tokyo lab mg brittle ceramrc mto WIre, tile new su-
later found, by coincidence, thatytterbium perconductor still can't handle enough cur-
works. The lab patented tile dtscovery.) rent to be used in heavy applications such

Finally at 2 a.m, March I, tIley got su- as power plants" Superconductors also
perconductivity, "It was an other-worldly don't work well WItIl alternating current,
experience," says Prof. Uchida. They tile type of electrieity used m most of tile
drank a toast and launched back into an. world s power equipment.
other week of experiments, this time to But Japanese labs are convinced they
refine tile resulting ceramic, On March 8 can solve tile problems over tile next sev-
they 'announced a purified form. On eral years. Now that tile West has made
Wednesday tile lab finally took a holiday. th~ basic breakthrough, they say, the ball

Meanwhile, labs at TohokoUniversity Is m their court, "It will be difficult and
, Hokkaldo University anda government r;' will take time," says Kasumasa Togano, a
ee-ton In' search faCility tn Tokyo have burst forth government scientist. "But that's precisely
:cs Inc. of witll rapid-tire announcements of tIleir ad. where Japan's labs and makers have the
ca negott- vances in superconductivity. They and ed e." , \'
: 16.week other labs have been snatching up the In' , Stil , he and other researchers admit 00,
~,Nlcholas gredients for superconductors so fast that a twinge of hurt pride, "To be honest,
Tlle~de- there are shortages. Suppliers have rimou we're following in the footsteps of tile
le~us of ,yttrium, for example, and labs must U,S'/' Mr. Toganosays, "Here, again, tile
Ne'~\1f at f 'WaIt tIlree weeks for orders to be filled, origtnaltty IS corrung from the West. W<
:';:fut~~'The Real Thing' , have a measure of sadness about that.':

It. Prof. UcI!ida's lab has been flooded by I"DDV" n,.
complains calls and VISIts from companles. Sumitomo
invest the Electric Industries Ltd. researchers , I
'Il!tions brought in some rudimentary wire made I

~
., ':',' , from superconducttng ceramic. Engineers I
, " trated from Toshlha, Fujitsu Ltd, and Hitachi
, ects that have visited the lab to keep watch on de
~ years, velopm~nts. "Company people have the
jlied'"WIth conviction that .thIsis finally tile real tiling.
aPl><Jwer· A lot are starting to pick it up.... They
ii·bas been see that superconductivity is a sure tiling

I
d take m· and they want to get on to application "
peratmg says Prof. Uchida, •

,adds that Of course, there is scientific and corn
eagerly merclal excitement in tile U.S., too, but It's
Toshtba less frenetic and Isn't centrally controlled.

.nmpames Scientists say indications of an inclpl·
\' ent breakthrough came as early as April
f 1986, when researchers at IBM's labora-
(S are cau- tory in Zurich, Switzerland, reporied they
ower from had achieved superconductivity in a new
nchemical class of materials, tile metal oxide ceram-
!enour, tile tcs, This galvanized researchers tIlrough-. _
orthe fuel- out tile world. BY November. tile Japanese 'tEARS 3 5
.;g 1hat is and Chinese had confirmed the IBM dis-
me and en- covery and by December, scientists in lnterest makes""ur n::t
eers in Ja- Houston and at American Telephone & ' , J '-J, fA'
s "were In Telegraph Co.'s Bell Laboratories were reo WIth Bankers Security Uruversal L
f'suppliers porting Important advances with the new you can stop your payments and still
fadds. She materials. ance coverage for life. You can even d,
I a 200page , About 5.000 physicists jammed the ball- much your ~en1;Sand coverage wrr-------'.
~"of speci- room ·of tile Hilton Hotel m New York WIth our vanish option, stop your pay- ....
'~ba tor- Wednesday, mght for an unprecedented five, seven, rune years, or .whenever y'
.. special session on superconductors at tile You make monthly payments into a

annual meetin~ of tile American Physical with a high current interest rate. In a
SOCiety. They listened to tile presentation that accumulation account could fun ....
of 60papers on superconductivity research !r'" .
done largely within the last two to three - - - __
months. Although sciepu§!sjrom U.s. um- Interested? For more infonnation, return the
vtrs.. , illeS dominated the progrun, mere I couporr todayor callour tell-free number, h'

~eporis from IBM, Bell Labs, West- Name _ _" -- ."
mghouse Electric Corp. and Exxon Corp. Birthdate - .. :"'.
as ~ell as fro.mJapanese,.Chlnese and ca- I, Address ." ::::::.-
nadiansclentists., "-: C' '.. I ,,--

Thel>relil(!!lrough generatedtremen- '.. '.ity hone da ,. Stale . ZIp---!
dous exclle!)!C!'t '1JIIOUg,~Labs, .scien- _I~ ~ , . ' evenmg..:.....J

:."~I~~~;;l~~· J
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. .v-elilUn~ capnausts are nUL tne 0111)
ones with a stake in when and how in
vestors will plunge into the supercon-
ductivity field. The United States is
more reliant than any other indus
trial nation on the interplay between
investors and entrepreneurs. Besides
being the source of seed money and"
other early rounds of financing for
many!' start-up compames, venture
capialists are also a major supplier of
management expertlse,»

T
. · .P .. Government offlcfals-and Industry

he RIch. '. rom··lse leaders, including venture capitaJi~ts
'., .. ..- ,'_ . themselves, _have been wondermg

.. ' '.. aloud whether superconductivity Is
. . . . .' , .' . . .. too Important strategically to be left

Of S ~.;..;J .: t',· lO the. kind of lalssez-falre growth

.' Up'·.erCOnllUC or§, .th~~~:~~ma~a~~u:~rc=o~here
, . '.' ,... . . . .. ' i .. commitments have to be made rap-

\~_.. t..... ,~..ld~y.a.g.d wis:ely for interyJational com-:
. . _ _ _,_ _ " new,developmentsare making it , ," ~ ~~. reasons,U said' George Me..

ByB~RNABYJ•. FEl>~~. ~ to figure QUtWh~re,~9invest"'-, - .. ;>... ,~, the.JMer'cpn Research.pa~.".J
• ' .. ' I" :,__ ... ' SupercondUctivity:.._.,the:sta!.,LI,". ,:,~r ",:hQ_~S rea£'Jed by M.I.T.s:~,

IN.venture.capital circles, where;· which ).'electric:",_~,current-- . pas_r, TectmnJogy I JcenSIDg Office when.,
majorscientlfic advances pump, through. a material,.without.reslft,· :. ~ilfflil·YUrek and Vander Sande

... up inve.stment.., activity', the, ,way; ance -~was discovered.. ,ip.1911.'. ,Untl; ..•.?.u:e- tHpir e.)t!:~~~edi:o ,~OJDm.~r~.~~:,f
adrenalln sets the human pulse' rae- last year, however; '. it· had, been'.·,. ......,.,. --~-- ~'i ~n ure capi a), ~
ing, recent breakthroughs in the eso- . achieved, ollly"- ar: temperatures, ....:•.are looking.for, an aggressive com-..1

" ~~~~k~~~i~~n"su.rr'~~~n~~h~~IJ~ ~r~ '~~:~~rt~:::;v~~;J':a"vEIr~=l ':~';f'rf10:!::t~,:~:e~tl :;::~:l
.... "Superconductivity . iSi,.extremely .ond thOUght; . . ",. . . . l1jfor,.Uie<one-mll<;' test' cab1\! when we'I'

!i<;~cItlng..:\ said>' BenJ8ln~c.Rosen.. But .~arly thiS., spring researcbe1&.• ·..:<'.t...h.
1.'. :.!1!;ca.....11 blU....ld;.\'i..s.upe.....rcondUCtlnll.".

:'·chalrman"of the sevm Rosen Man- at an ..Jnternational Business M"')·',~iie-'.. "',.' ' ...• ,.""'.' '. •..
C"gl!Itlent_Company, one of the na- - chines .Corporation laboratory esta/l.·i \:,"")' '.e<' - .',.. .
;,:~~>tion's mostsuecessfUl venture:,capital Ushed that some ceramic-based ma"t: :f;:I'·to whom will the Government..

firms in the field of electronlcSl "It's .tertals become superconductlve at L· lis commitments? Many of the
one_of those thlill!li! we ha'{l! been temperatures above that of liquid nM' ea discoverIes in high-temper""
dreaming about," > ': 0 , trogen (-326.4 degrees Fahrenheit), , ..V _,-.:.. superconductiYltyc have _been' ~

Nevertheless, MY. Rosen said, com- Widely used and inexpensive IIllIUao.' made by researchers at I.B.M"'i
merclal applications of th~·ne'l' ad-. .,trial<;09lanw-~ .' itt " ....,- t' ;""~.ft17, lU1lI'~ large companiess
vances lnsuperconductivitY llre' "all, '.' ItliisUlifarfrilmClellrhowdurabl6' • V..,(lIre l!apltall!1qlerts believe thatt·
too far off .tobe of real Intefjlst'.,to ~'.'. th... ese-..· .SUJlet'.'.COlI.'ll!Id.UUetWC!ll's.' WOUld.,. be, '-.' sucll'Iarge c.ompanles might lead th'" -1.,

'c rlgljtIll)W'" .. ., .. ,lyhat thelr.;m~characterlslies' way' iii soine-capital-intensive appl\l.'l
~"';;; OtIier-vemure capitalists say,;they05 ' arfi,\!>r e,;eil-'eX!i~ how they 'woni!" calijlns; but they also see a major roleh;
'. have already seen enough to.. begiJt.. ·i , ~rtheJe." v'lre capitalists are ;., !lil'smallel"'companles and start-upss ;
, gearing up to lead Whatis'lIkeJy:to~' .eXclte\l:b4icause" '. rconductivitY at... '.' SO far, however, there are few"

;: ~:~t~~~~on~~~~':~'or~~~~~'" ~~~rJ ~~:~~~~Ii~ '1m~~:~~~;'=~==~~tuW~~:~:F::l
. money available than places to put It ,., the per(ormanG",.ofeve~ng fromi.. .,_011 tIIfIG/lvemment ean turn. 'TWo.. 1

"The plus 01the new superconduc-z:- .. CQDipu!i#O cb,iplifo eJectl:'j!l)utl1ities,:: comRl'!Il~hackedby venture capital .1
tivitY. discoverIests that the appnca-«. aillf' medfcal'd1aano~' to. Superfast 1; are '<1Ufrently. marketing products"
tions potential is ,mln<t-boggllng;~'; trali\s,,?, ,':';., F'<?,.,"" " using superconductors built with the;
said Bob,Daly, a partner at,Bos!llJl'! At lea.st'one,new l;Ompany:has aI-I- . "oW' technorogyof cooling metals to, .
based 17A, ASSOciates, a,leadm.g ven".. reaeiy. beeIIfo~, Tentlilively" .' well below minus 418 degrees Fahr
turecapl"!i, firmthal'satd ,It ~:':' namedi.tlle Allterican.. SUperCllnduct-;<; <eohelt WIth liqUid helium, They.,..,
strtvlng to, get to kno~ leadmg ~.: Ingic' Corppratloi!; it,'will use. seelI"l . HypresInc. of Elmsforld, N.Y.. which
searchers m the fIeld. The mmus IS money prOVide,!' by American R... ,~ ,makes an osclJloscopefor hIgh-speed
that the weekly anno~cements of search and Development of Boslol1'," slgnal measurement, and BlOma!!""t-,

and Rothschild Ventures Inc. of New "'~ Technologies Inc. of San DIego,
York two leading venture capital Which makes devices that measure'
firms, to take the first steps toward· magnetic fields and brain.activity.
developing a husiness based on the Nor are many· of the· mdepeodent'
work' of GregoryJ. Yurek and John .researchers who are best· known for
Vander Sande two professors at the the recent breakthroughs currently
MassachusettS Institute of·Technolo- lookingfor venture support.
gy. ."J ','Many venture capitalists and

Professors Yurek and Vander t-' .ot;~rs have contacted me and mem
Sande disc10sed a~ a Congressional~:;"" '~'of my team,but we have never
hearing last week that they had de-,' gotten to a serious stage because I
velopeda method to make the new su-,' have. been too busy with lab work,"
perconduetors out of meta~ which· said C. W. Chu, whose University of
wouldrri~e them far easier to manu- Houston research team has been
facture than the brittle ceramic- am~ng the foremostln the field.
based materials develope'd by other' S\Jch conditions are trying for in-
researchers. ,..,'. vestors eager to get into the field.

Many venture capitalists comRSref "We may en~ .up ~rying ~o crea~e'
today's superconductivity scene 10 _ ~o~~ 0l?portuDltle~ mstead of W~lt
the investment situation that evolved: y" mg, saId James PIerce, a managmg
in 1973, following the neWs that r...· , partner at Pierce Nordquist Part
searchers hal1~ discovered· how to \ ners, a Kirkland, Wash,-based ven-
transfer genetic material from one ture fund. "We !flay come up v.:1th 8!J
liVing.. organism. to another. Genetic i~ea and r~crUit people at umversl-
engineeringeventually'attracted hun- tIes to .do.It.. You coul~ hear some-
dreds of entrepreneurs and billions of thing in the next three months."
dollars of iirvestment.'

'The" venture, capitaI-> community·
was much smaller in 1973 than it is to-

Q.rawln&sbyJaVierRilmllro day. This year, some 2,000 prQfes-

=,,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==;;'~;:;;:;:::=:'=." .sionalventure capitalists.are manag-, ,". _~.._. ..___ lJnlL.lLQ.ooloi.mm:e-tb.a1i.!t.2A...bil1.k\"---· . -'-'--_.~-------
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A neuromagnetometer monitors a patient's brain activity. The device,
built by Biomagnetic Technologies, uses superconducting materials.
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'Supercollider' Would Dwarf Existing Projects

$6 Billion Particle Accelerator
Wins President~ s Endorsemen:

·4

By Cass'Peterson
Wo1shin~l<ln P,,~t Staff Writer

President Reagan has formally
approved construction of a $6 bil
lion, 52-mile-long nuclear particle
accelerator, Energy Secretary John
S, Herrington announced yester
day, calling the project a "momen
tous leap forward" in the explora
tion of matter and energy,

The "superconducting supercol
lider," as the device is called, would
be 20 times mare powerful than any
existing accelerator and capable of
producing, on a tiny scale, the kind
of energy levels that many physi
cists believe existed at the moment
of the universe's creation.

"In high-energy physics, the de
velopment of the supercollider is
the equivalent of putting a man on
the moon," Herrington said, "It will
have spinoffs, discoveries and inno
vations that will profoundly touch
every human being."

The supercollider would be the
most costly piece of research equip
ment ever built for any purpose,
Reagan's decision is certain to set
off a fevered competitionamong the
states for the honor of hosting the
massive accelerator, its high-tech
nology work force of 3,000 and its
annual operating budget of $270
million, More than 40 states have
expressed an interest in the project.

Some have spent millions of dollars
developing proposals.

Herrington said there is "no
front-runner" for the site, A selec
tion plan is being drafted and will be
announced later, hesaid.

Tbe fate of the supercollider has
been hanging at the White House
for months, caught in a heated de
bate between scientists and budget
officials over whether the nation
can afford such a costly research
tool at a time of high federal defi
cits.

While Energy Department offi
cials said they could take from other
programs the $60 million envi
sioned for design work in fiscal
1988, the project will require hun
dreds of millions in construction
funds in succeeding years.

Officials said Reagan resolved the
question at a meeting of the' Do
mestic Policy Council Thursday,
yieldingto arguments that the Unit
ed States faced losing its leadership
position in' high-energy physics if
the project were not built.

See COLLIDER, A6, Col. 4
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$6 Billion 'Supereollider'
Wins President's Approval

COLLIDER, From AI

The United States has the
world's most powerful accelerators
in operation at the Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory in Illinois.
A European consortium is planning
a larger machine, however. AndJa
pan is expected to start operating a
major accelerator this year.

The Soviet Union has two large
accelerators under development, in
cluding a device, to be in operation
by 1995, more than three times the
size of the largest Fermi acceler
ator. The U.S. supercollider, which
would dwarf all those accelerators,
is targeted for completion in 1996,
if funding is approved by Congress.

"This is a watershed for Amer
ica's scientific and technological
leadership and another clear sign
that President Ronald Reagan is
committed to keeping this nation on
the cutting edge of world leadership
and competitiveness," Herrington
said.

There are .no immediate com
mercial goals for the supercollider.
'Herrington emphasized yesterday
that it has "no militaryapplicaticn.

This is not a military project." Sci
entists contend, however, that sim
ilar research has yielded significant
benefits in nuclear medicine, com
puter development and other high-

. technology fields.
The supercollider would be in an

underground tunnel the shape of a
race track, 10 feet in diameter and
52 miles in circumference, encir
cling roughly as much area as does
the Capital Beltway.

Inside the tunnel, powerful mag
nets would propel beams of protons
along separate tracks in opposite di
rections. When the protons reached
nearly the speed of light, electro
magnetic chutes would open anddi
rect the two beams into each other
head-on with an energy of 40 tril
lion electron-volts.

An ordinary household flashlight
battery is capable of 1.5 electron
volts, which is a unit of energy mea
surement. By contrast, 40 trillion
electron-volts exceeds the .instan
taneous output of all the power
plants on Earth.

In that instant of collision, scien
tists say, the supercollider couldap
proximate in a tiny space the ener
gy. level that marked the moment

after the "big bang," a theory that
holds that the expansion of the uni
verse began with a gigantic explo
sion.

The energy would be sufficientto
create particles that can now only
be theorized, enabling physicists to
delve more deeply mto the funda-,
mental nature of matter and ener
gy. Seientists now know, for exam-'
pie. that the protons and neutrons'
that make up the nucleus of the:
atom are made of more basic con-,
stituents called Quarks.

Physicists say they think that the
supercollider will enable them to'
identify even more elementary par
ticles in their efforts to understand
and explain the origins of mass.

Herrington said the United
States intends to seek "cost
sharing" commitments from other
nations.as well as from state and lo
cal governments wherever the ac
eelerator is located.

The "superconducting" in the ac
celerator's formal name refers to
the kinds of magnets developed to
guide and move the beams of pro
tons. Essentially the magnets are
cooled with liquid helium to the
point that electrical resistance
ceases. Without suchflsuperconduc~

tivity," the magnets would draw
massive amounts of electricity and
would produce only one-third as
much magnetic power, meaning
that the accelerator's race track
would have to be three. -times a~

long. ;,
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Top Ait
Latin Expert S

Francis J. McNeil, on
State Department's mos
respected Latin America
has retired as the dep
deputy director of int
charging that his assess
U.S. policy in Central
made him the victim of an
in McCarthyism" by Elliot
assistant secretary for int
ican affairs;

In an interview and in d
made available to The W

. Post, McNeil said that, I
cause Ahrams had accuse
leaks to the media, he
forced to endure the hum
a months-long investigat:
whether he was a security

McNeil, 54, ultimately
onerated of charges that
confidentialdepartmental
to The Washington Post
vided false information ,
U.S. ambassador in Ven
the media there.

McNeil also asserted
rams' vehement oppositio
vented his nomination as
dor to Peru even thoug
been tentatively recomm
the post by senior depar
ficials, including Deputy
John C. Whitehead.

McNeil said Abrams' a
imosity appeared to be ro..
fact that some of the
studies prepared by the
Intelligence and Resea.
questioned effectiveness
U.S.-supported contras
Nicaragua's leftist govern

Abrams, an outside pc
pointee who has served in
sistant secretary posts sr:
is closely identified with
tives who advocate cont..
backing for the rebels a,
way to prevent Nicaragua
rying out aggression "
Central American neighbi

McNeil said Abrams' ,
the studies was so grc.
sharply curtailed inform
ing and other cooperat«
the Bureau of Inter-A;-,n",

JOHN S. HERRINGTON
.•. states seeking"a major plum"

Ql~., ,-

uitable to all parties-absolutely
open and above-board."

Beginning in August, he said, a
Department of Energy task force
will select the most promising pro
posals and turn them over to a pan
el of the National Academy of Sci
ences and National Academy of En
gineering. In December this panel
will recommend finalists to DOE,
which will settle on a preferred site
by July 1988. A review of potential
environmental impacts is expected
to take six months, leading to a final
selection in January 1989.

Herrington said funding for re
search and development, originally
budgeted for $16 million in fiscal
1987, will be increased to $20 mil
lion. The request for 1988 will be
$35 million, He said both sums will
come from "reprogramming" exist
ing DOEbudgets.

Beginning in fiscal 1989, howev
er, DOE will begin seeking appro
priations for the sse under a sep
arate line item. For that year the
funding request will jump to $348
million. In 1990 it will jump again,
to $615 million, and remain above
$600 million a year through 1994.

("\1,1 C1,h"

approaching the speed of light as
they circle in opposite directions in
side separate rings of magnets, and
then to divert' the . protons into
head-on collisions.

Upon collision, the protons will
have so much momentum that they
will transform themselves into a
more concentrated form of energy
than has existed since the earliest
moments of the Big Bang that gave
birth to the universe. In what might
be called a Little Bang, physicists
expect to see the SSC's energy
transmute itself into previously un
detected forms of subatomic mat
ter.

By analyzing the exotic particles,
physicists expect to come closer to
understanding the fundamental na
ture of matter, both as it existed at
the birth of the universe arid as it
may still exist, hidden within to
day's atoms.

Existing accelerators are similar
but cannot propel particles fast
enough to produce the energy con

. centrations needed, in effect, to
break apart the most tightly locked
components of atoms.

Though it will have no predict
able practical payoff, Herrington
said "the super collider will be a
beacon for America's science and
technology that will be known
around the world."

He called the SSC "a major plum"
for the winning state and said sev
eral have spent millions of dollars
on their proposals, all of which in
clude providing the land without
charge. Among states waging the
most visible campaigns thus far are
California, Colorado, Illinois, Ohio,
Texas, Utah and Washington.

Although the siting of federal
construction projects is often sub
ject to political influence, Herring
ton pledged that the SSCwill be dif
ferent. He said the site selection
process "is designed to be fair. eq-

" l''C, "'"' rr,-~=,~'.2L~=~....-l.--"-L.'-"--= m

By Boyce Rensberger
Washington PostStaffWriter

'SuperCollider' Project:
A$4.4·Billion Timetable
Site Proposals Due at DOE by August

Energy Secretary John S. Her
rington yesterday announced the
timetable tbat will govern what is
already sbaping up as a fierce com
petition among the states to land
one of the largest federal construc
tion projects in history"'-the Super
conducting Super CoUider(SSC), a
$'4.4 billion atom smasher, Or par
ticle accelerator, 52 miles in cir
cumference.

Proposals from the states are due
at the Energy Department by Au
gust, although a "preferred site"
will not be designated until July
1988. If the chosen site passes an
environmental impact review, the
selection will become final in Jan
uary 1989.

During the main years of con
struction, a seven-year period be
'ginning with fiscal 1989, spending
will run nearly $600 million a year.
The construction work force is ex
pected to peak at 4,500. Once the
SSC begins operation, which is
scheduled for 1996, it will employ a
permanent work force of 2,500,
with ahout 500 visiting scientists at
a time. More than 100 U.S. univer
sities are expected to use the facil
ity, and annual operating hudgets
are expected to run about $270 mil-
lion. .

The SSC has been a dream of
many physicists. for years, but the
long-awaited presidential go-ahead
did not come until Jan. 30. When
complete, the supen collider will be
the world's most powerful and most
expensive scientific instrument. Al
though the 52-mile ring will be un
derground, there will be a number
of above-ground buildings.

Although large, costly and com
plex, the SSC's basic function is
simple: to accelerate subatomic par
ticles .called protons to velocities
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Venture capitalists are not the only
oneswJth a stake. in when and how in
vestors wiu plunge Into the supercon
ductivity field. 'Jbe United States is
more reliant than any other iDdus
triaJ nation on the interplay between
investors and entrepreneurs. Besides
being the source of seed mont!y and'
other early rounds of financing for
maoy 'start-up companies,· venture
caplalists are also a major supplier of
man.aaement expertise,

GoYernment officials and indu'stry
teaders, including venture capitalists
themselves,have been wondering
aloud whether superconductivity is
too important strategically to be left
ttl the kind of laiasez..faJre growth
that has dominated biotechnology.

"This is an unusual case where
commitments have to be made rap
idly and Wiselyfor international com
peUtiYe reasons," said George Mc
KIMey, thumerlcpn peseerch part
ner ",h~~.~ !'!i;ach:<l by M.LT"a
TeclinQlniii(JI.......s;ng Office when
Protessors Yurek and Vander Sande'
~ey wanted to ccmmerctel
i¥ their work. "Venture capitalists
are looking for an aggressive com
mitment by the Government. The
problem is going to be who Will pay
for the one-mile test cable when we

'think wecan build a superconducting
one."

• • •
But to whom Will the Government

make its commitments? Many of the
early discoveries in high-tempera
ture superconductivity have been
made by researchers at. I.B.M.•
A.T."T. and other large companies.
Venture capital experts believe that
such large companies might lead the
way in some capital-intensive appli
cations, but they also see a major role
for smaller companies and start-ups.

So far, however, there are few
small companies involved with super
conducttvny to which venture capital
lats or the Government can tum. Two
companies backed by venture capital
are currently marketing. products
using superconductors built with the
"old" technology of cooling metals to
well below minus 418 degrees Fahr
enheit with liquid helium. They are
Hypres tnc.or Elmsforld, N.Y.,which
makes an oscilloscope for high-speed
signal measurement, and Diomagnet
la Technologies Inc. of· San Diego.,
which makes devices that measure
magnetic fields and brain activity.

Nor are many of the Independent
researchers who are best known for
the recent breakthroughs currently
looking for venture support.

"Many venture capitalists and
others have contacted me and mem
'biers of my team, but we have never
gotten to a serious stage because I
have been too busy with lab work,"
said C. W. Chu, whose University of
Houston research team has been
among ihe foremost in the field.

Such conditions are trying for in
vestors eager to get into the field

"We may end up trying to create
some opportunities Instead of walt
ing," said James Pierce, a managing
partner at Pierce NordQuist Part
ners, a Kirkland, Wash.-&ased ven
wre fund "We may come up with an
idea and recruit peopie at universi
ties to do It You could hear eeme
thin8ln the next three mon~"

I

new developments are making it tWit";;··
to figure out where to invest." ", ~;' .'

Superconductivity - the state lit
which electric current paBSe6
through a material without resist~
ance - was discovered in 1911. UoW
last year, however, it had been
achieved only at temperatures so
frigid that there was little practical
use for it. Few investors gave it a sec
ond thought.

But early this spring researchers
at an International Business Ma
chines Corporation laboratory estab
lished that some ceramic-based ma
terials become superconductive at
temperatures above that of liqUidnt
trcgen (-320.4degrees Fahrenheit), a
widely used and inexpensive indus
trial coolant.

It is sUIlfar from clear howdurable
these superconductors would be,
what their magnetic characteristics
are, or even eXactly how they work.:
Nevertheless, venture capitalists are
excited because superconductivity at
such relatively high temperatures
could have profound implications for
the performance of everything from
computer chips to electric utilities,
and medical diagnollis to superfast
trains.

At least one new company has al
ready been formed. Tentatively
named the American supereonducr
log Corporation, it will use seed
money provided by American R&
search and Development of Boston
and Rothschild Ventures Inc. of New
York, two leading venture capttal
firms, to take the first steps toward
developing a business based on the
work cif Gregory J. Yurek and John
Vander Sande, two professors at the
Massachusetts Institute-of Technolo-gy. " , .

Professors Yurek and Vander
Sande disclosed at a Ccingressional
hearing last week that they had de
veloped 8 method to make the new su
perconductors out of metal. which
would make them far easier to manu
facture than the brittle, ceramic
based materials, developed by other
researchers. _

Many venture capitalists compare
today's superconductivity scene to
the investment situation that evolved
in 1973, following the news that re
searchers bad discovered how to
transfer genetic material from one
liVin& organism to another. Genetic
engmeermg eventually attracted hun
dreds of entrepreneurs and bllliODl 01
dollars of investment.

The venture capital community
was much smaller in 1973 than it is to
day. This year, some 2,000 profes
sional venture capitalilU are manag
ing a poolof more than $24billion.

By BARNABY J. FEDER

THE NEW YORK TIMES, WEDNBsDAY, JUNE 17, 1987

The Rich Promise
Of Superconductors

IN venture capital circles, where
major scientific advances pump
up investment ecuvtty the way

adrenalin sets the human pulse rac
ing, recent breakthroughs in the eso
teric field of superconductivity are
sparking visions of new riches.

"Superconductivity is extremely
exciting," said Benjamin Rosen,
chairman of the sever Rosen Man
agement Company, one of the na
tion's most successful venture capital
firms in the field of electronics. "It's
one of those things we have been
dreaming about."

Nevertheless, Mr. Rosen said, com
mercial applications of the new ad
vances In superconductivity are "all
too far off to be of real Interest to us
right now."

Other venture cepttanete say they
have already seen enough to begin
gearing up to lead what is likely to be
a multlblllion-dollar wave of invest
ment, even though there is more
money available than places to put it. •

"The plus of the new superconduc
tMty discoveries is that the applica
tions potential is mind-boggling,"
said Bob Daly, a partner at Boston
based TA Associates, a leading ven
ture capital firm that said it was
striving to get to know leading re
searchers in the field. "The minus is
that the weekly announcements of

eaecmegnetometer monitors a patient's brain activity. The device,
t by Blomegnetic Technologies, uses euperccnducdng materials.
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DRAFT
•

possible Presidential Initiatives on Superconductivity

Background

• Recent ~evelopments and breakthroughs in superconductivity are

evidence that the Administration's emphasis on Government

support for basic research, bolstered by a market oriented R&D

effort by industry, has creat7d an effective environment for

promoting increased technological progress, economic growth, and

U.S. competitiveness.

•

•

The breakthroughs in superconductivity were initially the result

of private initiatives supplemented by cooperative research

efforts "at Federal labs and university labs supported in part by

Federal funds, e.g., superconductivity developments at the

University of Houston and the University of Alabama. No special

Government incentives were required to induce the private sector

efforts that have achieved these dramatic developments.

Subsequent to the announcements of these breakthroughs, there

has been growing evidence that a number of firms and labs in the

private sector are initiating new research efforts and acceler

ating their ongoing efforts on superconductors to be able to

capitalize on the potential rewards resulting from commercial

izing results of the breakthroughs. venture capital firms

indicate that they are already gearing up to provide seed

capital for commercial applications, and at least one new

company has already been formed to utilize the results of work

performed at MIT which permit superconductors to be made from
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metal alloys that are easier to fabricate than ceramic-based

superconductors developed by others. This increase in private

sector activity is evidence that market incentives are effective

and work to direct resources into promising areas.

It is important to emphasize 'that these developments and private

sector efforts are not the result of a Federal Government indus

trial policy where the Government decides what research and

development should be done and by whom. Rather, it is evidence

that the Government can be -- and has been -- a powerful cata

lyst and stimulus for technological and economic progress simply

by creating the proper environment in which the private sector

is encouraged to seek out technological breakthroughs because of

their potential for rewards. This environment results from

policies that encourage market oriented activity, including the

Government's R&D policy which places primary emphasis on funding

for basic R&D.

Presidential Statement

o This "message" or theme can be exploited in a Presidential

statement that highlights the effectiveness of the Adminis

tration's progress in promoting the research activities of the

private sector -- with the emphasis being on the private sector

initiative and the Government's role as a catalyst and stimulus·

-- and emphasizes the need for further Federal efforts to

increase (superconductivity) technology transfer.

------_..-~-----_...-
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o In addition to extolling the positive impact of Federal R&D and

market incentives on private sector R&D activities, a Presi-

dential statement might announce some or all of the following

initiatives as representing areas where a Federal role could be

helpful, especially in shaping the climate for u.s. exploitation

of the commercial potential inherent in the advances suggested

by the recent technological breakthroughs in super

conductivity. Most of these initiatives have the full support

and backing of the Working Group. As indicated below, a few of

the initiatives are somewhat controversial and the Working Group

is divided in their support.

Noncontroversial Initiatives

The following initiatives are generally noncontroversial and

are supported by the Working Group.

1. Advisory Group on Superconductivity

An advisory or "wise men" group consisting of leaders from the

private sector could be established to provide advice to the Presi-

dent's Science Advisor on issues related to superconductivity.

Members of the group would be senior level individuals from

industry and academia who are intimately involved with the most

recent developments in superconductivity. The advice sought would

have the perspective of independent and unbiased observers. The

~_._------
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group ~ould provide insight into both the strengths and problems

associated with Government's role in superconductivity.

In view of these criteria, it is proposed that the White House

Science Council (WHSC) be designated as an advisory group to the

President for superconductivity. The Council is composed of a

group of eminent scientists, industrial executives, and academi

cians from leading research institutions such as IBM, Bell Labs,

MIT, and Federal labs.

The WHSC has the advantage of being an established White House

advisory group and, in its entirety or as a select subgroup, could

be activated immediately as an advisory group on superconduc-

tivity.

2. Centers for Superconductivity Research

The Federal Government is engaged in significant basic research

activities. This research is so widely distributed, however, that

it is difficult for industry to know where a specific type of re-

search is being conducted. Superconductivity research could be

brought into focus through the establishment of superconductivity

research centers with responsibility and funding shared between

industry, academia, and Government.

Executive Order 12591, "Facilitating the Access of Science and

Technology," encourages the movement of new knowledge from research

laboratories into the development of new products and processes.

Two important sections contained in the Executive Order relevant to

superconductivity and collaborative research efforts are: (1) the

Transfer of Federally Funded Technology and (2) the Basic Science

.~_._._._--_..-_._--~-_.._._-_.--_..
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and Technology Centers. Establishment of superconductivity

research centers in conjunction with Federal laboratories could

well address both of these sections. At the same time, Centers

would have the capability of collecting, assessing, and

disseminating relevant information, thereby relieving industry of

this duplicative burden and enhancing the technology transfer

process.

To be effective, superconductivity research centers should meet

four requirements:

1. They should have a scientific staff that is familiar with

(a) current technology and (b) research in the field

worldwide.

2. They should be active participants in superconductivity

research.

3. A well-defined procedure should exist for dissemination of

information about ongoing basic research to universities,

industry, and Federal laboratories.

4. Procedures should exist to allow feedback from the private

sector concerning this information to ensure timeliness and

relevance of basic research activities.

Several agencies have suggested proposals for Centers in

superconductivity research:

-----------~--~~----
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Department of Energy

The Department of Energy has proposed to establish formal and

highly visible locations where information relevant to super

conductivity can be obtained by'U.S. industry or other organi

zations. These Centers would serve as sources from which indus

trial organizations could obtain nonproprietary information and

thus could be in a better position to compete effectively in the

end prOduct market. The Centers should have name recognition in

the field of superconductivity, have resident experts to assist in

the analysis and transfer process, and have successful experience

in dealing with outside organizations. Three Centers and a

computer data base would be established, including:

1. Center for Superconductor Applications - at the Argonne

National Laboratory.

2. Center for Thin Film Applications - at the Lawrence

Berkeley Laboratory.

3. Center for Basic Scientific Information - at the~

Laboratory.

4. Computer Data Base on Superconductivity - to be located at·

Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
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Department of Commerce - NBS

The Department of Commerce has proposed the establishment of a

Center located in the National Bureau of Standards laboratory in

Boulder, Colorado that would focus on electronic applications of

high temperature superconductivity. The Center's program would

include key activities in materials research, surface science, and

technical data generation.

Other

The Department of Defense, NASA, and the National Science

Foundation also would cooperate in establishing Centers for

superconductivity research.

Dissemination of research results on superconductivity through

Centers would enhance the technology transfer process. Because of

differences in patent regulations here and abroad, however, the

dissemination of research results has the potential to transfer

intellectual property rights to foreigners and to frustrate the

intent of Executive Order 12591 and the Technology Transfer Act of

1986. Therefore, it will be necessary to assure that when these

Centers are established, provisions are made to safeguard the

patentability of results of federally supported research. The

agencies should consult with the Director of the Patent and

Trademark Office in designing and establishing these safeguard

provisions.

--------~-----------j

--------------'----
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However, the NCRA currently covers only R&D, up to and

including the production of models and prototypes. The Act

explicitly excludes joint production. Yet the ordinary process of

commercializing new technologies often entails a substantial amount

of risk (and learning) in the "early production" stage. The

commercialization efforts of u.s. 'firms could substantially benefit

from extending the NCRA to cover joint production on a commercial

scale.

4. Strengthened Process Patents

united States patent laws provide protection for both new

products and for production processes, but many developed and

developing countries do not recognize process patents and feel free

to operate using U.S. patent processes without benefit of a

license. Technology pirating is a growing practice.

Last year and again this year the Administration proposed

legislation to increase protection of process patents in the U.S.

by making it more difficult to import into the U.S. products made

in other countries in violation of U.S. process patents. If

enacted, it would strengthen the incentives for firms to invest in

improving manufacturing processes across a wide range of products,

eventually including those that will develop in the area of

superconductivity.

Early enactment of the Administration's proposed legislation is

recommended.

I

-
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5. Accelerated Patent Processing

At present the Patent Office will accelerate the processing of

patents in certain designated areas at the request of a patent

applicant. Most superconductivity~related inventions would fall

within one of these currently designated categories and could be

accorded accelerated treatment, if the patent applicant so

requests. Effective patent protection begins when an application

is filed and ends 17 years after the date on which the patent is

granted. Therefore, the Patent Office will accelerate processing

in designated areas only if requested to do so by applicants who

are willing to accept the shorter period of effective protection.

It is estimated that accelerated processing would halve the current

two-year processing period.

In order to facilitate the application of superconductivity

developments it is recommended that~ superconductivity-related

invention should be accorded accelerated treatment, if the

applicant requests it.

6. Federal Conference on Commercial Applications of Superconduc

tivity

The Office of Science and Technology Policy and the Department

of Energy are jointly sponsoring a "Federal Conference on the

Commercial Applications of Superconductivity" to be held in

Washington, D.C., on July 28 and 29, 1987. The Conference is

cosponsored by the Department of Commerce, the Department of

,l
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Defense, the National Science Foundation, and the National Research

Council of the National Academies of Science and Engineering.

The objective of this Conference is to inform leaders in the

business community about the developments in superconductivity,

many of which are being generated in Government-funded labora

tories. In doing so, the desire is to stretch imaginations and

anticipate applications of superconductivity. Invited attendees

will be drawn largely from senior management of U.S. industry as

well as leaders from the Administration, Congress, Federal

laboratories and universities.

The Conference would provide the President an excellent

opportunity to pUblicize the important role the Federal Government

is having in superconductivity research and to encourage the

private sector to take advantage of the opportunities to capitalize

on our preeminence in basic research by creating innovative and

marketable applications of superconductivity.

7. Assessment Of The Effectiveness Of Private Access To Federal

Laboratories

A number of Federal agencies have reprogrammed research

activities to place more emphasis on superconductivity. While some

of this research is being conducted through grants to individual

researchers and universities, by far the largest portion is being

conducted within the Federal laboratories.

Executive Order 12591 on Facilitating Access to Science and

Technology directs, among other things, that the head of each

~.~~
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executive department and agency delegate authority to the director

of each Government-owned Government-operated laboratory to enter

into cooperative R&D agreements with state and local Governments,

universities and the private sector and to license rights to

intellectual property. It also directed the head of each executive

department and agency to identify and encourage persons to act as

conduits for the transfer of technology developed from Federally

funded research.

The Executive Order requires the Director of the Office of

Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) to convene an interagency task

force, comprised of the heads of representative agencies and the

directors of representative laboratories, to identify and

disseminate creative approaches to technology transfer from the

Federal laboratories.

Executive Order 12591, while directed to all Federal laboratory

research, is of relevance to concerns about superconductivity in

light of the rapid pace of scientific discovery. The interest in

developments in superconductivity on the part of venture

capitalists and industrial firms can be more efficiently satisfied

when Federal laboratories have effective means of obtaining patents

and for licensing those patents to private sector users. In the

absence of effective programs, the transfer of Federally sponsored
,

research and technology will be delayed or may not occur at all.

Therefore, it is vital that Federal laboratories move quickly to

develop the mechanisms required in the Executive Order for

transferring technology to the private sector.

--.--~------ --~-
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Re comme nda t ion

1. The heads of departments and agencies should be urged to

move quickly to implement the technology transfer steps in

Executive Order 12591.

2. Request the Director of OSTP and his task force, in their

report to the President, mandated by the Executive Order,

to highlight technology transfer issues related to

superconductivity.

3. Provide greater exposure for the opportunities for

Government-industry-state and local Government cooperation

that are made possible by "the Executive Order and the

Technology Transfer Act of 1986. Using superconductivity

as a vehicle to accelerate this proposal, a document or

series of documents would be prepared to define and

condense the opportunities now available for access to

federally funded technology. The information would be made

available to industry, academia, and local, state, and

Federal Government. The Commerce Department is requested

to perform this work.

8. Industrial Standards For Superconductivity

Industrial growth is facilitated by the existence of standards

by which products are measured and described. Such standards

/I
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provide an agreed upon basis for commuQication among engineers and

planners regarding existing and new products; standards are also an

important basis for communicating product information to

customers. of equal importance is the need for devices that can

accurately measure these standards.

The National Bureau of Standards plays a key role in developing

standards and developing methods to measure industrial standards.

Devices and other developments will be required to measure and

characterize the high currents and magnetic field interactions

associated with superconductors, to establish material standards

for the measurement of superconductivity in thin films, wires and

other forms, and to utilize the new high temperature super

conductors for improved methods of measurement and for improved

standards to replace existing standards and methods.

We recommend that the National Bureau of Standards accelerate

its work leading to industrial standards related to

superconductivity as well as to assure compatibility with the work

being conducted by organizations involved in developing

international standards.

Controversial Initiatives

One or more members of the Working Group have some concerns

about the following initiatives, but the initiative is supported by

a majority of the Working Group.

~
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9. proposed Legislation For The Freedom Of Information Act

Alternative 1.

A wealth of inventions and information is generated by U.S.

scientists and engineers engaged in all areas of research including

superconductivity. The inventions that arise as a result of this

research can be protected by patents, but technical information

that does not directly lead to an invention often is not offered

the same degree of protection. Only certain types of information

are protected by other provisions of law such as those involving

classified or private proprietary information.

Under the existing provisions of the Freedom of Information Act

(FOIA), all agencies of the Federal Government are required to make

records, including those containing technical information, avail

able to any person upon request, unless they are exempted by pro

visions of the act or other statutes. There are no current

provisions to prevent the dissemination of Government generated

technical information with commercial value that upon disclosure

could result in an adverse economic impact to U.S. competitiveness.

Accordingly, it is proposed that certain technical information

with commercial value to the united States be exempted from dis

closure through a separate statute. The intention would be to have

the statute apply under exemption 3 of FOIA which states that dis

closure does not apply to matters "specifically exempted from

disclosure by statute". The objectives of the statute would be

twofold:

------- ---~---
,~
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(1) To serve the national interest in preserving economic

security by authorizing an agency to withhold certain

highly sensitive technical information that upon dis

closure would result in an extremely adverse economic

impact to U.S. competitiveness.

(2) To protect the interests of the U.S. taxpayer in federally

funded research by requiring the dissemination of

technical information with commercial value only to

"certified" requestors. Certified requestors could be

American companies that have demonstrated a legitimate

need for the data and full intention to use the infor

mation in the operation of the company.

Provisions of the statute would have to be carefully drafted to

prevent the formation of a "cottage industry" of American companies

that would simply redirect information to foreign users. Disincen

tives could be applied by making individuals of the company subject

to the penalties of the statute if intentional disclosure were made

to foreign nations or representatives of foreign nations. The

information would be treated essentially as "U.S. Government pro

prietary information".

PROS-
o The statute would, for the first time, provide a national exclu

sive right to re~uestors for technical information with commer

cial value.

---~--------~~~
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The statute would stem the flow of technical information from

Federally funded research to foreign nations that could then

enjoy a competitive advantage at the expense of the U.S. tax

payer.

The national economic security could be preserved in caSeS where

dissemination of information would severely impact u.s. economic

interests.

CONS

o . Withholding technical information from foreign researchers could

violate the reciprocity provisions of existing Science and

Technology Agreements and the U.S.-Japan Agreement on Science

and Technology that currently is being reviewed before it is

renewed (see Initiative 11, Science and Technology Agreements

With Other Nations).

o

o

Withholding technical information could lead to retaliation by

foreign countries who might restrict access to their technical

information by U.S. researchers.

Difficulties arise in the definition of a U.S. company, and how

joint ventures and U.S. companies owned by foreign firms would

be affected.

-----~-----_.------
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o The additional paperwork burdens of certifying U.S. companies

could be costly and time consuming.

o The burden of certification might serve to dampen efforts by

some small U.S. companies to cooperate with Federal laboratories

and universities engaged in federally funded research.

Alternative 2.

Alternatively, access to Government generated technical

information with commercial value might be restricted without

regard to the nationality of the individual or group requesting

access to such information. If the information has commercial

value, Government owned and operated labs should have the

discretionary authority to sell such information for a price, even

if the intended user is a domestic individual or company.

Government labs could sell the information to the highest bidder.

If the highest bidder is a foreign user, the lab should take into

consideration whether the sale would have an adverse economic

impact on U.S. competitiveness. Exemption 3 of the FOIA, which

states that disclosure does not apply to matters "specifically

exempted from disclosure by statute," e.g., classified or

proprietary information, would continue to be applicable.

Thus, under this alternative the FOIA would be amended so that:

Technical information of commercial value shall be exempt

from dissemination under the FOIA. Rights to the use and

. --W,-~-
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transfer of such information will remain with the originating

Federal laboratory.

PRO

o Federal laboratories should be permitted to profit from the sale

of technical information if there is a market for such

information.

CONS

o

o

The transfer of technical information to a foreign national,

even for a price, could affect adversely u.S. competitiveness.

providing technical information to foreign countries only for a

price might be construed to be inconsistent with the reciprocity

provisions of our foreign Science and Technology Agreements.

10. Reprogram Funding for Superconductivity Research

Since 1981, the Administration has strongly supported basic

research in a wide variety of fields, in recognition of the

importance of such research to the nation's long-term economic

competitiveness.

Several Federal agencies, notably the Departments of Energy

(DOE) and Defense (DOD), the National Science Foundation (NSF) and

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration have supported

research in superconductivity (and related fields such as materials

c """';57 ,
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science) for many years. These agencies were well-positioned to

respond aggressively to the latest developments in high-temperature

superconductivity.

Federal support for superconductivity research (including that

related to high-temperature superconductivity) will total more than

$40 million in FY 1987. About half of this total has been

redirected over the last 7 months from other activities, nearly all

of it for the new developments. For example:

• NSF has redirected $600,000 for "quick start" grants for

research on processing the new superconductivity materials

into useful forms and their total R&D spending on

superconductivity has about doubled.

•

..

•

•

DOE has nearly doubled its funding for superconductivity

research to $25 million, including materials processing and

applications for the new superconducting materials.

DOD has increased its R&D spending on superconductivity by

$5 million to an annual rate of $10 million.

If the scientific opportunities in superconductivity research

continue to expand, agencies should be (encouraged) (directed) to

continue to redirect existing resources into this exciting new

area. Overall, the President's FY 1988 budget proposes a 12 per

cent increase in Federal support for R&D. This growth should pro

vide ample opportunities for agencies to allocate additional

71
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funding to superconductivity research both in 1988 and during the

development of the 1989 President's budget.

PROS

•

•

Reprogramming funds for superconductivity activities allows

agencies to encourage the acceleration of developments in this

area without violating the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings restraint on

the bUdget deficit.

Although some people believe the amount of additional funds the

R&D community can efficiently absorb in the short run is

relatively small, these reprogrammed amounts would still

represent a substantial percentage increase in Federal funding

for superconductivity.

CONS·

•

•

11.

Reprogramming funds to superconductivity could deprive other

worthy R&D activities of needed funding.

Some people believe the amount of funding presently allocated to

superconductivity is relatively small, and reprogramming will

not increase this amount significantly.

Science And Technology Agreements With Other Nations

Since World War II our research and education establishments

--~,~,
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have been open to foreign scientists, engineers, and students.

This has produced enormous benefits, both economic and political,

for the U.S. and for other countries.

The output of our basic research enterprise is widely available

and disseminated to the world's'scientific community, and both our

Government and private sector have developed an extensive network

of international agreements in science and technology that provide

foreign researchers with access to American state-of-the-art

facilities including those actively engaged in superconductivity

research. As technological advances have become vital to continued

economic prosperity both in the U.S. and abroad, it is crucial that

countries maintain open access to their institutions that conduct

research in basic science. Governments also must reciprocate in

providing access to and participation in publicly sponsored

research in applied science and technology.

The need to renew the U.S.-Japan Agreement on Science and

Technology affords an opportunity to explicitly recognize the

obligation of each Government to:

o

o

reciprocate in facilitating access to its science and

technology enterprise.

provide adequate and effective protection of each other's

intellectual property rights, including providing for the

intellectual property rights to research in Government

sponsored exchange programs.

__ .__.~_.m '_· -- _
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Inclusion of these in a new U.S.-Japan Science and Technology

Agreement that would generally govern science and technology

exchanges between the two countries will make it easier for

agencies to implement the objective of Executive Order 12591 to

secure reciprocal access to science and technology activities when

negotiating specific research or technical agreement with Japanese

Government agencies. Such an agreement between the United States

and Japan could be a model for U.S. agreements with other countries

on science and technology.

PROS

o

o

o

Would provide Federal agencies a clear overall framework for

negotiating specific agreements with Japanese agencies.

Would facilitate increase in U.S. access to Japan's S&T

enterprise.

Could provide an impetus for increased protection of U.S.

intellectual property rights in Japan.

CONS

o Could complicate negotiations for some specific U.S. agency

projects.

,j'
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The Government of Japan may not want to give explicit

recognition to such obligations.

Since u.s. firms in the past have not been willing to

commercialize a number of new S&T developments, this suggests

that a lack of access to new S&T developments (in Japan or

elsewhere) is not a factor limiting commercialization of new

technology by U.S. firms.

Lack of access may not be a real problem in view of already

existing programs for u.S. scientists and engineers to

participate in Japan's S&T enterprise.

Rewarding Commercial Advances

American scientists are in the forefront of recent developments

relating to basic research in superconductivity. Private sector

initiatives to commercialize this new technology are underway.

However, Government involvement may be needed to induce more rapid

development. The question is how to do this while avoiding the

creation of economic distortions and the need for large Federal

expenditures.

One possibility would be to award, annually, prizes for signif

icant scientific and engineering accomplishments in superconductor

technology in the following categories:

1) Transportation

----_._.__..-:.-----
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2) Energy generation, transmission, and storage

3) Computers and communications

4) Medical and scientific technology

5) Other applications

To be considered, a working prototype must exist, blueprints

alone would not be acceptable. Since the objective of these annual

prizes is to encourage u.S. commercialization, eligibility should

be restricted to permanent residents of the united States and to

u.S. corporations.

A panel of experts would determine the winning technological

applications in each area and the winners would receive an

honorarium high enough (perhaps $5 million) to be meaningful in

terms of the costs involved in developing the technology. The

winners would retain all proprietary rights to their inventions.

Pri zes would only be awarded when, in the opinion of the panel, a

significant advancement has been achieved.

PROS

o

o

A program of this sort would cost less than sUbsidizing all

superconductor research.

Avoids the need to modify the tax code to provide an incentive,

could induce our best scientists in both the corporate sector

and in universities to engage in applied research and commercial

applications of superconductivity.

;!
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• Maintains a high profile for superconductivity research while

making visible the Government's commitment to the development of

this technology.

CONS

•

•

•

The incentives may be weaker than those provided by direct sub

sidies.

Would create economic distortions by altering the allocation of

research and development resources.

A potentially costly precedent for awarding prizes in other

fields (e.g., biotechnology).

Could cause political criticism that the President is willing to

give significant monetary awards for superconductivity to the

private business/academic sector but hasn't offered such rewards

for the development of vaccines or cures for AIDS and other

serious health problems that affect human life.

13. Accelerated Development of superconductivity Prototypes

Agencies that have ongoing work on superconductivity or have

recently initiated work in this area are urged to accelerate the

development of prototype devices that embody high temperature

superconductivity where prudent to do so. In particular:

--------_.~~--~---
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CONS

o The Federal Government would be involved in what many believe is

the responsibility of the private sector.

o
Could require additional funding unless there is reprogramming.

----_._-----------------------------_._-~"
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